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The ldentification and descriptlon of tree specles produclng 
frui t:; 3ui tahl f' for human consumptlon has wide impllcations in the 
aspects of tree impro'Jement (improvement of fruit quality, quantity 
resistance to disease, c11matic range awl growth) as well as the 
aspects of the domestication of' those specles WhlCh are as yet unknown 
to the world in general. Bmphas1s is thus indirectly laid on the 
potential of natural forests to act as a source of gene materlal 
suitabJe for adaptation to present and future human needs, a further 
strong Justificatlon for the conservation ln the natural state of at 
least a representatlve sample of undisturbed natural forest stands. 

In making the selection of species for community plantations it 
is necessary to stress that consideration should be given to the 
nutritlonal value of the produce in relation to the nutritional needs 
of the community. Whether it lS the fruits, leaves, pith or seeds of 
the chosen s'!)eCles ",hlCh can be consumed there are obviously some 
which WJ.ll yield more energy (calories) than others. Or a tree may 
bear fruit which has a part.1.cularly hieh -,/ltamin C content. 'l'hese are 
all matters which could be discussed Wl th a national nutritionist who 
has ~:nowl edge of the area in which the plantation is being established 
and. can give guidance on trle nutritional needs of the local populatJ.on. 
Another pOlnt to be borne ln mind 19 that the poorest of the poor 
amongst rural people do not have the money, time or facJ.lltJ.es to con
vert foods into sOphlst1cated preparations such as Jams and JellJ.esj 
nor are these J.tems normally lncluded in their traditional food 
patterns. Fruits which can only be used in this way are, therefore, 
unlikely to be of much practical value unless there is a scheme for 
theJ.r utJ.1J.zation in, for example, a local cooperat1ve endeavour or 
income-earning activJ.ty for a eroup of women. In certain cases a 
species could be chosen specifically because of J.ts potentlal for pro
vJ.dinC rural women with resources for income generatJ.on sJ.nce it is 
conSJ.dered that women are bdter able to feed their families when they 
have the1r own source of income. In adJ.i tion, J. t should be remembered 
that local people may not .know or recall how to prepare an-i COOK. to the 
bHst advautage the produce of a species beJ.ne introduced or reintroduced 
J.nto theJ.r area. In s'leh a case 1 t shoul.i not be dJ.ffJ.cul t to arrange 
for sUJ.table demon::;tl'ations by home economJ.sts or other crass roots level 
workers. 

The publication is one of several desiened to maKe available 
J.nformation needed to promote community and household level forestry 
activit~es. It has been prepared for FAO by the Facult~ des Sciences 
Aeronomitlues de l'Etat, Gembloux, Beleium. 

Where appropriate permission has been received for reprintJ.ng 
illustrations from other sources and this is gratefully acknowledged. 
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A.DANSONIA DIGIT"\.TA L. 

FAMILY 

Bombacaceae. 

VJ:t;RN A.S LlLAR N !i.ME S 

Baooab (fr.); Monkey Bread-fruit Tree. 

ORIGIN !\.>,D DISTR IBUT LON 

The species is found throughout tropical and subtropical 

Africa, from Senegal to Botswana, frequently in the vicinity 

of vi 11age s. 

ECOLOGY 

A plant of dry tropical regions, principally in dry formations 

near the coast, where there is a long dry season, often of more 

than six months duratiDn. In savanna it occurs as isolated 

indLviduals or grouped in clumps, irrespective of soil. 

BOTANI2AL CHARACT~RISTICS 

§lli 

A large tree up to 20 or 25 m high often with an enormous 

bolA reaching a diameter of 3 m or even 6 m. 

~ 
The trunk is swollen, in the shape of a broad bottle 

surmounted by an open crown of short twisted branches. 

The wood is soft and spongy. 

Old trees are often hollowed out or decayed in the centre. 

The bark is smooth, grey, mottled with blue or purplish. 

Leave s 

The l~aves are digitat~lY 5-7-foliol&te, with long petioles; 

the leaflets are entire or denticulate, acuminate, sessile, 

d1:1rk green aLlove and sparsely pubescent on the lower surface. 

Flower's 

Large, 15-20 cm long, on a peduncle 25 cm long; petals 

whi te, leathery. 
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Fruit 

Up to 35 cm long by 8-15 cm broad, and suspended at the 

end of a long" thread" • 

The fruit is woody and indehiscent with an olivaceous hairy 

exterior; it is hard and contains a white farinaceous acid 

pulp, which is edible; the pulp contains small hard black 

seeds resembling b~ans. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
The rapidity of growth of this species is controversial. 

According to Irvine, it is slow, while Aubreville regards it 

as quite fast, as do Palmer and Pitman. 

The seeds r'etain their viabili ty for a long time, probably 

for several years. 

WOOD -
The spongy wood is useless, even for firewood • 

.1!§!§ 

The bark serv~s in the manufacture of ropes Dnd fibres; 

the hollow trunk is used for water storag~, especially in 

the Sudqn; the fruit pulp and seeds a~e edible. 

The leaves are used as spinach and as an e~ollient and 

febrifuge. 

Young shoots of young plants al'e eaten like asparRgus. 

The fruit husk is frequently used as a fuel and the pot~sh

rich ash serves in the manufacture of soap. 

BIoLIOGRA.PHY 
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4.NA~ '.RDlUM OCCID'PNTAIE 1. 

FAMILY 

Anacardiaeeae 

VEnNACULAR N'l.flrES 

Cashew, Cashew-nut; Fomme cajou, Anacardier (fr.); Maranon 

(sp. ). 

ORIGIN AND DlSTRIBUTIOn 

The cRshew-nut is native in tropical America and would have 

been introduced during precolumbian tirn~s to the West Indies, 

from which it has been spread throughout the Old World tropics. 

It h:J.s now bee ome natllrali zed in many other countrie s. 

E~OLOGY 

It is found in v:arm and humid eli rra te s wi th a pr onounced 

dry season, with a rainfall between 1000 and 2000 mm, from sea 

level to 1000 In altitude. It is reputedly resistant to strong 

wicds and has a liking for coastal regions. Although not 

e xac t ing i-1S to f3 11bstra te, it like s shallow soi 1 s, and prefe rs 

sandy t~ clay soils. 

It is & light demanding plant colonizing open ground. 

It ~ill not ~olerate frosts or saline or hydromorphic soils. 

BOT :.:n Ij ·~L ': ::.'\.RV~TM;~L::TICS 

The c:H~hcw-nut is a sma] 1 to medium sizf'd evergreen shrub or 

tree 6-12 m high. Trunk 15-25 cm diameter dependent on situation 

az;d c 'J1tiv'ir. 

~ 
Relatively short ~nd stout, surmo~nted by a broad, deep and 

massive cruwn. The b~rk is light grey or brown, smooth in 

y'ung sp~cimens but becoming shallowly fissured with age. 

It h'':1S beel: l.Jsed for tanning. The resinous sap gives an 

inde Ii ble ink. 
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Leaves 
Alternate, entire, thick and coriaceous, exstipulate, ellipti~; 

they are short-stalked, and deep green, 6-15 cm long, 2-7 cm 

broad. 

Flowers 

About 1 cm diameter, with 5 petals, ')ink, strongly fragrant, 

clustere j in a panicle. Male and f'emale flowers are present 

on the same tree. 

Fruit 
The fruit con si e;ts of two di stin~t s part s. a) The laree fle shy 

swollen stalk whi~h forms a spongy, slightly a~id and astrlngent 

false fruit (very astringent when i~mature). 

b) The small kidney-shaped nut which has an edible kernel. 

The shell of the nut contains a caustic and poisonous 011, 

sr)me ti me s used in pharm.acy. For thi s reason uncc oked seedE 

can cause poisoning. It is preferable eithpr tc grill them 

over not ashes or to roust theT and remove the shell. 

'CULTURAL RECc'UIREMEN'rS 

~ultivation is most ~requentlY by direct sowing as the seedlings 

do not like transplanting, or by sowing in nursery b~dD. 

The seeds are germinated in small boxes, and after germlnHtion 

they are planted in polythene bags 30 cm high and 10 cm dHimf'ter. 
Al terna ti vely 2 or .3 seeds ~Cin De sown d irec tint 0 trw liulyt[!ene 

bag, and the surpl".ls s~edllngs can be transplanted illtO othf'r 

polythene bags or thrown away. 

Gra1't lng, thO:.lgh not much used, would insu['e tnf procil.lc t i 'J11 

of uni form frui t. 
weeding is only required for the fir~t two ye~rs. Orl a~c~Jnt 

of its light demanding nature an~ the great crown development 

(often to 9 m diameter), the usual planting distance is 10 x 

10 m, or 100 plants per hectare. 
Seed production beg~ns after 5 years, and continups abund~ntly 

to 30-40 years of age. Under normal conditions, the aV8I't-l[.e 
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production of an orchard averages aro~d 2 tonnes per 

hectare, with each tree carrying 3000 fruit. Higher output 

can be achieved by the use of grafted trees. 

The cashew can also be used for hedges. 

WQOD 

The wood is whitish, brownish or pink, with average nardness 

and specific gravity (0 0 50). It is moderately resistant and 

works easily. When the timber is long enough it is used in 

construction and general carpentry. It is ~ubject to termite 

at tack. 

The species is often Ilsed as a shade tree near houses, and has 

been successfullY employed in the fixation of sand dunes. 

The species is commonly used as flrewood or in the prod.lc tion 

of charcoal. 

The bark exudes a gum _resembling gum arabic, and the sap 

of the tree ~akes an indelible ink. 

The sweet scented flowers of cashp.w attruct honey bees. 

The young leavF:'s boiled in water are eaten as vegetacles. 

It produceE the two distinct "fruits" descrIbed 8.DOve. 

It should be noted that when roast.:.ng the nuts, gO:Jd 

ventilation sho'J.ld be provided for the elimiIlatlon of toxic 

f,lmes which are produced; these can cause severe irY'l t[:ttiC;Il 

of the skin alJd eyes. 
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ANACARDIUM OCCIDENTALE L, 
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'/L1:(TC~ Lt:(PUS 1iLTILIS (PAt"'<K.) FOSBERG 

p,~",: 1LY 

V:R':N ':-;LiLAR NAr~~S 

Bre~d-fruit; Arbre a p~in, Fruit ~ pain (fr.); Arbo1 de pan (sp.), 

ORlGIN ,U~D D13TRIBUTION 

This tree, which is grown both for its edible fruit and for 

its ornamental foliage, is a native of Polynesia. It is at 

home in and naturalised in practically all tropical regions. 

It is semi-wild in numerous localities at an altitude below 

700 m. 

ECOLOGY 

It thrives in a humid tropical climate, at low altitude, 

especially on islands, with a rainfall from 1500 to 2500 mm 

and a temperature between 21 and 320 c. Young plants require 

a little shade, but for fruiting full sun is needed. It 

dislike8 shallow or wat8rlogged soils but is otherwise tolerant. 

~;i ze. The bre ad-frui tin a be auti ful tree reachlng 15-20 m 

hIgh with a diametAr sometimes exceeding 0.60 m. 

Bole 

The trunk is straight, surmounted by a crown composed of a 

few lar:e branchp,s. The bark is smooth, brown, with numerous 

corky lenticels; when cut it exudes a white bitter-tasting 

13.tex. 

1£.21: 
It is evergreen, with alternate stipulate leaves which are 

deeply GcJ.t (7-11 lobes). The leaves ar'e vAry large and can 

r~u~h 30-90 em long. The upper surface is glabrous except 

along the prlncipal nerves. 
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Flower 

The flowers are numF.rous and very small, unisexual on the 

same individual (monoecious). The male flowers are arranged 

in a cyllIldrical spike 12-35 cm long; the female inflorescence 
is ellipsoid or globular, 6-7 cm long. 
Frui t 

There are two var~ties of Artocarpus altilis, one seed-bearing 
and the other sterile. The latter is the true bread-fruit. 

The fruit is a globose or ovoid syncarp weighing 500 g to 3 kg. 

It is usually regarded as a vegetable rather than a fruit. 

There are very many cultivsrs, some of which produce seedless 

frui t. 

CULTUHAL REQUrtEMENTS 

The folloWing cultural techniques apply to the sterile variety, 

which is propagated by suckers, layers or root cuttings. For 

the latter, cuttings about 2 em diameter are used. These are 

cut into pieces 10-15 cm long, planted obliquely in a light 

sandy soil, covered to a depth of 1 cm and given frequent 

watering. Afterwards, they are planted in orchards or along 

roadsides. In the former case the spacing used is 10 m x 10 m, 
or slightly closer, but nev~r less than 8 m. Growth is rapid. 

The frult is collected before it is fully ripe, or 2-3 months 

after the emergence of the infloresence. 
W'lOD 

The wood is differentiated iIlto a yellow or brownish yellow 

sap wood and heartwood which is golden speckled with orange. 

It is very light (density 0.27) and soft but quite resistant 

in spite of its low specific gravity • 

.lI§li§ 

Although little utilized, the wood could have a market in box 
making or in the manufacture of toys (it is used for surf boards 

in Hai ti). 
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The latex is sometimes used as a glue for trapping birds, and 
the foliage can serve as forage for cattle during periods 

of drought. 
As mentioned above, the fruit is more a vegetable than a 
fruit. It must be used green, because when fully mature, 
they become floury and insipid. The fruit is also dried 
and converted into flour. 

SYNONYMS 
Artocarpus communis Forst.; A. incisa (Thunb. ) L.r. 
FOOD VALUE 
The calorific value of the fruit is 75-80 cal/IOO gm. 

water 79.5% 
protein 
lipids 
sugar and starch 
mineral s 
ce llulose 
calcium 
phosphorus 
iron 
carotene 

1.5% 
0.2% 

17.9% 
0.9%. 

0.04% 
0.03% 
0.5% 
15/100 g. (IoU's. ) 
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Rico and the Virgin Islands. 

Agriculture Handbook no. 249 - U.S.D.A. - 1964 -
pp. 548 
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Nature - 1956 - 178 - pp. 1252 
Popenoe, W. Manual of Tropical and Subtropical Fruits 

The Macmillan Cy - New York - 1920 - pp. 474 
Troup, R.S. The Silviculture of Indian Trees. 

The Clarendon Press - Oxford - 1921 - pp. 1195. 
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du Congo Belge 
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Min1st~re des Colonies - Bruxelles - 1956 - pp. 932 
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ARTOCARPUS ALTILIS (PARKS.) FOSBERG 

ArtocarpuB a1tilis 
A f'ter / Begdn/ d 'apr's LlrrI'LE, Elbert L. Jr: WADSWORTH, Frank 

ColllDOn trees of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands 
Agriau1ture Handbook No. 249 - U .S.D.A. - 1964 - pp. 548 
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ARTOCARPUS HETERO?HYLLA Lam. 

FAMILY 

Moraceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 

Jak, Jack Fruit; Jacquier (fro); Jaca (sp.). 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native of India and Malaysia and taken by the Arabs to the 

east coast of Africa, finally to the whole of tropical Africa 
and Amer icao 
ECOWGY 

The Jak is a tree of low tropical regions, but it can be 

cultivated at higher altitudes than the Breadfruit, up to 

1500 m, although above 1200 m the quality of the fruit is 

inferior. It is especially sensitive to soil water, but by 

means of irrigation it can succeed well in arid regions. 

As with the Breadfruit, it dislikes shallow soils, and does 

well in deep, well-drained alluvial soil. 
The seedlings tolerate light shade but flourish best in full 

sun. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

A medium sized evergreen tree to 15 m high and a trunk 

diameter of 0.30 - 0.50 m, rarely reaching 20 m high. 

~ 
If the be8t cultural conditions are given, the bole can reach 

6-7 mo 
The bar'k is smooth, grey when young, becoming rough, thick 

a nd furrowed with age. When cut it exudew an insipid white 

resinous latex. 

Leaf 
They are alternate, stipulate, elliotlc, with an entire margin, 

glabrous, coriaceous. The upper surface is deep green and the 

lower much lighter. They measure 10-20 em long by 3 - 12 cm 

broad. 
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Flower 
The flowers are unisexual with both sexes on the same 
individual (monoecious). The male infloresc~nce forms a 
spike 2.5-15 em long, while the female inflo1'escence is 
globose, ellipsoid or obovoid. 
Fruit 

The fruit is a large syncarp weighing up to 10 kg or even 
30 kg. The cream coloured pulp is eatp,n raw, boiled or fried 

when the fruit is ripe, and .heh immature the fruits are 
cooked as vegetable or in soups. The pulp contains numerous 
chestnut-sized seeds which are eaten either grilled or boiled. 

cut;URAL REQUIREMENTS 
The jack fruit is generally propagated by seed, but as the 

species is so variable, it is desirable to use graftlng. 

The fragili ty of the taproot makes transplanting difficult 
so it is preferable to direct sow, or sow in large polythene 

bags (minimum length 25 em). The dist~ce between plants i~ 
generally 12 m each way (80 plants per hectare). 
Fruiting starts around the eighth year, but for some 
varieties (Singapore Jack) only 3 years after planting. 
The fruit is produced for 4 months of the year. The fruiting 
season can be extended by using several cultivars. 

Production per tree : 250-750 kg, or 20,000-60,000 kg/hR. 

WqOD 
Sapwood and heartwood are bright yellow, but the heartwood 

darkens on exposure to light. 

USES 
The wood takes a fine polish and is used for furni ture making. 

The heartwood yields a dye which lS used in Burma for dyeing 

the robes of priests. 
The tree is sometimes used as a shade tree with coffee or in 

conjunction with pepper (Piper nigrum). 
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SYNON¥MS 

Artocarpus lntegrif'olia L. f.; Artocarpus lntegra (Thunb.) Merr. 
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No. 4 Artocarpus Heterophylla Lam. 



AVERr~HOA CA'RAHBOLA L. 

FAMILY 

Oxalidaceae. 

VER L{AC ULAR NAMP~ S 

- 19 -

Carambola (engl. and sp.); Carambolier (fr.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBlJ11Qli 

Native of tropical Asia, especially Cambodia and Laos; long 

since spread to many tropical countries, principally as an 

ornamental species. 

ECOLOGY 

Planted throughout the tropics from low to medium altitude, 

up to 900 m. It is frost sensitive. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 
A small evergreen tree to 3 - 5 m or exceptionally 10 m high. 

Bole 

Practically none as the species is usually multistemmed; it 

attains 15 cm diameter at the base. ~he bark is light brown, 

SIT.0oth or finely fissured. 

IpHf 

Alt~rnate, pinnate, 15-25 cm lnng, disposed more or less in a 

hori~0ntal DIane; ~hey are shortly p~ti~late with 7 - 9 pendant 

leaflets. They have the peculiarity of being sensitive in the 

SRr.P, way aR certain Mimosa spp. 

Flower 
They qre produced in panicles 2-5 cm long in the axils of old 

leaves or axils of fallen leaves. The flowers are pentamerous, 

with a calyx of 5 pink sepals surrounding the purple corolla. 

The androeciurn contains 5 fp.~tile stamens and 5 staminodes. 

The gynocium bears 5 slender united styles. 
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Fruit 

Large indehiscent berry, between 5 and 8 cm long, with a 

characteristic shape in section which resembles a 5-pointed 

star. The,. colour is yellowish green, becoming orange-yellow 

when ripe. It has a sweet-acid taste (oxalic acid). Each 

cell of the fruit contains 5 arillete seeds. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
The Carambola is propagated by seed, by layering and also 
by budding on one year old seedlings. The seedlings are 

transplanted into polythene bags, and after 6 to 12 months 

in the nursery, are planted out at 4 x 6 m apart. The 

species flowers and fruits throughout the year provided 

the dry season is not too severe. 

WOOD -
The wood is whi ti sh and soft and used only for fi rewood. 

USES -
The acid fruit has the taste of rhubarb. It is a laxative 

on account of the oxalic acid it contains. It can be eaten 

raw, in which case it must be completely ripe. It is more 

frequently used for jams and pickles. 

Apart from the fruit, the species has considerable aesthetic 

value and is often planted in parks and gardens. 

In some countries the fruit juice is used for cleaning metal 

and for removing stains from linen. 
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Averrhoa carambola 
After/segdn/d'apr's OCHSE, J.J. 
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BERTHOLtETIA EXCELSA HUMB. & BONPL. 

FAMILY 

Lecythidaceae. 

VERNACULAR NAMES 

Brazil-Nut, Para-Nut; Noix du Bresil (fr.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 

Native of the Amazonian forests of Brazil and in the Guyanas; 

it has been introduced to Venezuela, Bolivia and Hawaii. 

ECOLOGY 

In its natural habitat this gregarious species forms 

considerable populations on alluvial ground along the Amazon 

and Rio Negro. It cannot tolerate the slightest frost and 

flourishes best in a hot wet climate without a long dry 

season. 

BOTANICAL CHARA8TERISTICS 

~ 
Large tree to 30 or 45 m with winglike buttresses. 

Bole 
In forest the bole can be very long and 0.90 to 1.20 m diampter 

The bark is brown and deeply fissured. 

Leaf 
Alternate, Simple, oblong, 20-60 em long, entire. The lower 

surface is greyish and the veins are prominent on both surfaces 

Flower 

The large flowers are arranged in erect terminal cluste~s. 

They have 2 sepa1s, 6 cream coloured petals about 2.5 em long, 

and a curved staminal tube with fertile stamens at the buse 

only. 
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Fruit 

The fruit is a hard, thick-walled, woody shell abont 12-15 cm 

long; it contains 12 - 24 reni.form seeds ("nuts") with a horny 

testa - these are the Brazil-Nuts. The Brazil-Nuts of commerce 

are obtained exclusively from wild trees in South America. 

The fruit is gathered on the ground and not picked from the 

trees owing to the difficulty and danger involved in working 

in the high crowns. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

propagation is by seed; the seed coat must be removed, 

scarified or softened, otherwise germination will be poor. 

tLQ.Q]2 

The wood is differentiat(-'d into sapwood and heartwood; the 

latter is reddish brown, heavy to very heavy. 

jJg.§. 

The Brazil-Nut is greatly appreciated and widely exported from 

tropical America. The nuts are removed after breakIng the 

fruit with an axe or hammer; they are eaten whole or crushed, 

salted, toasted or sweptened; they can be blendpd with bread; 

used in swpet cakes and plain c~kes, in salad, ~s an appetizer, 

in desserts, in ice creRm and in many other djshes. 

The oil extracted from the Brazil-Nut belongs to thp 3PM1-dry 

group. 
The oil-cake can be used as animal feed. 

~ VALUE 

The Brazil-Nut has a high food vSllue comparaule to that of' thf' 

seed of Juglans, this is due to the high proportion of fat it 

contains, up to 75% by weight of the kernel. 
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BERTHOLLETIA EXCELSA HUMB, & BONP, 

Bertho11etia exce1sa 
After/aegdn/d' apr~a MOLESWORTH ALLEtJ, Betty 

Malayan Fruits 
Donald Moore Preaa Ltd. Singapore - 1967 - pp. 330 



BUTYROSPERMUM PARIaI ICOTSELY 

FAMILY 

Sapotaceae 

V11:RNACULAR NAMES 
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Shea Butter Tree, Shea Nut; Karite (fr.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 

A savanna species distributed from Upper Gambia to Uganda; 

its present-day occurence is largely due to the influence of 

man. 

ECOLOGY 

It is a species occuring in regions with a Sudanian or 

Sahelian climate, wi th a pronounced dry season of 4-5 m'lnths. It 

is frequently gregarious, sometimes forming natural orchards. 

On the Adamaoua plateaux in C~meroun it ascents to 1200 m altitude. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 
A compact tree to 9-12 m high, or excp.ptionally to 25 m, with 

a large, much branched crown, the branches recurving almost to 

ground level when in full leaf during the wet se~son. 

~ 
Rather short but stout, reaching 1.5 to 1.8 m dia~eter. The 

bark is blackish, thick, horizontally and vertically fissured, 

somewhat resembling crocodile skin. A sparse latex exudAs from 

the cut bark, branches and leaves. 

~ 
Spirally arranged in dense clusters at the br~nch tips, oLlong, 

with an undulate margin, coriaceous and shining. They avera~e 

about 20 x 7 cm. The young leav8s are reddish and slightly 

hairy. Deciduous. 

Flower 

Creamish-white, fragrant and melliferous. They are produced 

in dense fascicles at the branch tips during the dry season, 

when the tree is leafless. 
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Fruit 

Subglobose to ovoid, the size of a large plum. The pericarp 

is about 1 mm thick, and exudes white latex when green. It 

contains a fleshy pulp which is sweet and perfumed when mature. 

They are generally allowed to become slightly overripe before 

being eaten raw. The fruit contains 1-2 large, shining, brown 

seeds. The kernel is whitish and rich in fats (45-55%): from 
it is produced the Shea Butter. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
Propagation is by seed, which germinates easily under normal 

condi~ons. Growth is slow. The seed is direct sown, because 

it does not transplant well. On germination, and before the 

appearance of the first leaves, the plant develops a strong 

root system. The trees are spaced 1~12 per hectare, and 

they start fruiting after 12 years. The average production 

of a tree is around 20 kg, although certain individuals have 

been known to bear 200 kg. 

WOOD 
Red, heavy and difficult to work; it takes a fine polish. 

It is used for stakes and house posts on account of it's 

durability and resistance to termites. It can also be ~scd 

for shingles. It is useful for firewood and is uspd in churcoal 

production. 

~ 
Apart from the uses of the wood already described, the s~ed 

is the source of SheA Butter, whic.;h is a mixture of lRtex and 

fat. In some areas, notably Upper Voltn, part of Sudnn and 

Benin, it is the ~nly vegetable fat available to the population. 

The pre senee of latex make sit ~nsu i table for the product i on of 

good quality soap, but useful in pastry-making as it giveo 

pliability to the dough. 
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i', at i VI'! of ffl.a laysla and ve ry common in India. 

E80tOGY 

It i8 a gl'egaI'iour~, pioneer speci.es fo'md on the dry slopes 

of the Himalayas, in dry sclerophyllous forest. It is able 

to tolerate drought and grazing by sheep and goats. 

BO'1'.L\NI8AL CHA..T{.1.8~'';;;TGST leS 

S.iZA 

EV81'grpen, spiny shrub or small trp,p. to 6 m. The spines 

are sometimes forked. 

Bole 

Very short or none. 

V~af 

The Ie ,V~ s ar'e dark green, oPl'osi te, oblong or ell iptic, 

rnll~r'()natf', apex rounded or obtuse. 

Fl ov,(~r 

The white flower'S occur in groups of 2-3; they ar'e scented 

aIld Tlentarnerous. The corolla tllbe is ~ em long, while the 

lobe~ which are much smaller, give the flower a star-Shaped 

Fl'uit 

ThpH~ are le~s thun 3 cm long, about the size of a cherry, 

and C,,)lltain 3-4 s(>~ds (u~ to 6 according to some authors). 

ThAy a~e d&rk red to bl~ck in colour, and moderately acid. 
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CULTURAL REQUIREMF.NTS 

Carissa cnrandas is propagat~d either by seed or woody 

~uttings. 

When used for hedging they are planted at 0.90 to 2 m apart 

and pruned on reachlng a height of 1 - 1.5 m. They make 6 

spinous barrier impenetrable to animals. 

They are i ml.gat~d irTlmedi ate ly after plant ing, there after 

they only require regular ~runing. 

~ 
Pickled in vinegar when green, they are used for making jelJy. 

When ripe they are used for making excellrnt tarts and puddingf 

and are thought to resemble gooseberries in flavour. 

The tree is often planted in parks and gardens, as the white 

flowers and red fruits are very decorative. 
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CARISSA CARANDAS L, 

Indische vruchten 
Volks1ectuur - ~eltevreden - 1927 - pp. 330 
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F \~lI LY 

:;!~ r yoc ar :1(.: e [lr' 

V:, ~lV.:;UL:\R .;:\~ 

T~er'''' ·:t~'e spV, 1'31 spF'cies: C. gl'::!brum (AubI.) Pers. (bois 

S')VOllIle'_lX); :. rricrocarrU'n Ducke; C. r;uciferum L. (noisette 

indipnne); ~. amygdaliferum ~utis; :. coriacF'um Wittm.; 

:. vill03u~ (Aubl.) Pers. 

OT~ 1 G L l'~ A.ND nr;':t' IBUT ION 

The Caryoc~rs form ~ componAnt of the humid tropicHl rorests 

oi' northern South AfT1flrica, sometimes occurinJ' on periodically 

flooded land. 

Mp(lju~ to lqrep tr~e 8-30(-45) m high~ dependent on the 

Git~~tion und the species. 

1l21£ 
Lurge, com~tlme~ attaIning 1.20 m diamet~r. 

~ 
Oy>po~i te, dp(;'lSSbtp, on a long rH~tiole~ trifolinlate; 

thp 1~8flF't3 are Hcuminute with entire or crenate ~argins, 

coriuc~0uS; caduc0us Btipules are present. 

FlO'.',n:r' 

The' in:'l Or'P ~ce JJL:e 1 s a term inal raceme or l; orYl11b j the 

flovJ:r....: are hPl'[1'1:'-:.Jhrodit8, pent:::...rnp.rouG, yellowish to dF'ep red, 

de l)eIJ,lPnt OIl t:1e c:~ecie~', wi th numerous utr!mens which exceed 

th~ pe to} !J. 

F'r'lLt 

:: 111;J3()1'i 'JI' pyrifor rr, drupe wi th q <!oriaCP01J6 epicarp; 

r;,r;8oC:._.d·~) p '.llpy, white, sticky, dehl!:3ci.ng lnto l-seF!ded coc<..:i 

~~ch ~ont~lning B white kprn~l with a chestnut coloured 

The kernel ie e;.:lten raw or cooked. 

c. n l l,Cifr.:>rUlf1 ~)roduces 3. gOr)d quality edible oil (kernel 

weiC'lt = 27(.. of' fr.lit). 
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!Q.Q] 

Differentiated into sapwood and heartwood, The colour varies 
according to the species: from white to pale brown sapwood, 
pale yellow to pink heartwood. It is generally heavy and hard, 
taking a fine polish, durable especially for under-water uses. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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Williams, L.; Dahlgren, B.E. Woods of Northeastern Peru 
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CERATONIA SILl QUA L. 

FAMILY 

Leguminosae subfamily Papilionoide~e 

VERNACULAR NAMES 

Carob tree, Locust Bean; Caroubier (fr.); Algarroba (sp.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 

This species is 'a native of the Mediterranean region, probably 

of Syria and Iran. The Greeks spread it through Greece and 
Italy, and the Arabs introduced it to Morocco and Spain. It 

is now found throughout the semi-arid regions of the world. 

ECOLOGY 

A species of mediterranean and semi-arid climates. It tolerates 

various soils but does best on calcareous soils and" terra 

ross~'. It occurs on hills up to a maximum altitude of 1500 m, 

with a rainfall between 300 and 600 m, occuring naturally in 

association with the Pistachio and Wild Olive. 
The regions in which it can be successfully grown corr~spond 

closely with those of the orange tree. 

Seedlings and young plants ar'e frost sensi ti ve; 

can tolerate slight frost (_4°C) and a prolonged 

BOTANICAL CHARACTEltISTICS 

Size -

adult specimpns 

dry season. 

Medium sized everg~een tree from 12 to 20 • high. The crown 

is well developed, round, becoming very lar~e in old trees. 

~ 
Generally rather short, sometimes twisted, and becoming very 

stout (up to 1 m diameter). 

~ 
These are pinnate, with 2-8 pairs of ovate leaflp-ts, shining 

on the upper surface, coriaceous. 
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Flower 

The small red flowers are arranged in axillary or terminal 

racemes; they are Imisexual or bisexual, with the sppcies 

more or less monoecious or dioecious. The sex distribution 

of an individual can change with age. 

Fruit 

These are ediblA pods, 10-20 cm long, containing 20-3~/o sugar. 

At maturity they turn brown and fall from the tree. 

SULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

The Carob Trpe is propagated easily from seed, but if desirable 

characte~istics like productivity and high sugar and protein 

content of the fruit are sought, then vegetative propagation 

is to be preferred. For grafting one U2es wild stock or 

individuals grown from seed. Due to the dominance of one 

sex over the other in each individual, it is necessary to get 

a good mixture of male and female plants to assure good pollination. 

Growth of young plants is slow. Planting distance should not be 

less than 10 to 12 m. Often thiG spacing is doubled to allow 

for interplanting, especially with cereals. Productivity 
~ 

depends on climate and fertility, but 1300 kg has been 

recorded for certain trees. In Algeria, the average weight 

is around 200 kg per tree. The Carob Tree suckers freely 

from st Llmps. 

Yilliill. 
The wood is red and hard, and favol.lred for joinery and wheel 

making. It is also an excellent firewood. 

The C3rob 1S used dlrectly as animal fodder or in the 

manufacture of animal feed. It is also used to make an 
alcoholic drink. The pods contain a sugary nutritive pulp, 

which when mixed with raisiIls, liquorice, etc. can be used 

to m!ike shArbert. The ~aT'ob is used for stabilizing white 

c.:hee SA. 
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COCCOLOBA tNIFERA (L.) L. 

FAMILY 
Polygonaceae 

VERNAfj UW NAME S 
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Seagrape; Raisin-Bord-de Mer (fr.); Uva de Playa (sp.) 
ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
The species is found along the shoreline of practically the 

whole of tropical America, and was possibly one of the first 

plants encountered by Christopher Columbus when he 

disembarked at the Island of San Salvador. It occur~ from 
central and south Florida throughout the Antilles, and from 
northern Mexico to Colombia and Venezaela. 

ECOLOGY 
The seagrape is a pioneer plant, the first species to colonize 

sandy or rocky beaches, where it toleratps sea spray. It i8 

very salt tolerant and grows well in saline or rocky soils 
along the shore. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 
It is a shrub or small tree, whose form vRries ac(!ording to 

its situation. On the shoreline it is a bush with pendulous 
branches, whereas in more sheltered positi0ns it can attain ~B 

much as 12 m in height. 

Bole 
Generally short, reaching 30 cm (exceptionally 70 cm) diameter. 

When young, the bark is smooth and grey; later on it peels off 

in small scales. 

Leaf -
The leaves are evergreen, alternate, entire, shortly peti81~te, 
with a sheathing reddish-brown stipular growth at the base of 

the petiole (ochrea). 
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The limb is orbicular or reniform, thick, parchment-like, 

reaching 7-15 cm long and 10-20 cm broad. The midrib is 

thick and prominent. 

Flower 
The species is dioecious, with unisexual flo~ers borne on 

separate individuals. The racemose inflorescence bear numerous 

small greenish-white scented flowers. The male flowers have a 

rudimentary pistil, while the female flowers contain non

functional stamens (staminodes). 

Fruit 

About 2 cm diameter, ellipsoid or ovoid, purple; they are 

grouped in clusters resembling a bunch of grapes, and are 

composed of an ,a chene 1 cm long, surrounded by edible, acidulous, 

sweet flesh (hypanthium). 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

The species is easily propagated by seed or cutting; the 
for 

latter is favoureq!producing female individuals. 

WOOD 
Differentiated into bright brown sRpwood and reddish brown 

heartwood. The wood is hard, fairly heavy, susceptible to 
termite attack. It takes a fine polish and is uued in turning; 

the finest pieces can be used for furniture, in marquetry and 

cabinet-work. The bark contains a tannin. 

USES 
The fruit s are used in je llie s, and in the same way a8 grape S 

they are used for making a ty~e of wine. They can also be 

eaten raw. It is also an excellent mel1iferous plant. On 

account of its good tolp-rance of saline soil and spray, it is 

frequently utliized for windbreaks end as avenues by the sea. 

It prunes well and makes a good hedge. 
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CoecoLob<1 uvij'eY'Q (L.) L. 

The Standard Cyolopedia of Horticulture 
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,20 LA NI TIDA (VENT.) SCHO~T. & ENDL. 

FilMI LY 

Sterculiaceae 

V1<;PNA8ULAR NAl\~ES 

Bitter Cola, Kola Nut; Col~tier (fr.) 
ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native of tropical west Africa; 

by man that it is now difficult 

distribution. It is fO\Jnd from 
Nigeria.. 

ECOLOGY 

it has been spread so much 
to estimate its original 

Senegal (planted) to western 

It is a constituent of the dense lowland tropical forest; it 
needs a hot humid climate, but can withstand a dry season of 

3 months or more. Where the climate is otherwise too dry, 

soils with ground water near the surface will permit its 

cultiv~tion. In effect the culture of C. nitida ends where 
savanna conditions start. Its production is favou~ablY 

influenced by the fertility and amount of humus in the soil. 
BOTANI~AL CHARACTr.:RISTICS 
Size 

It is an evergreen tree 15~20 m high, 0.20-0.30 m diameter, 
rarely attaining 25 m high. 

~ 
The bole is often rather short, with narrow butresses, 
surmo~nted by a well-developed thick, low crown with tangled 
branches. The bark is fissured and grey, or almost black 
in old isolated individuals. 

Leaf 
Simple, rather variable in size and shape, generally oblong 
or elliptic, acuminate, thnee-nerved at the base, with the 

petiole swollen at both ends. The midrib is prominent on 
the upper' surface and the secondary veins are prominent on 

the lower surface. 
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Flov:er 

Whitish or pale yellow wtth red stripes; they are unisexual, 

apetalous, und q~e produced in axillary c¥mes. 

Fruit 

Tnic is formed of 5 ellipsoid warty folJicles, each 

c.;onttlinlng ill' to 10 seeds arranged in 2 rows (kola nuts). The 

fruit is d~rk gre~n, becoming bright green when they are 

ready for h~rvesting. The seeds ~easure abOlit 2.5 cm, red 

or white according to the v:..rif"ty, usually with two cotyledons. 

They ~r: 3urr Junded by a th in wl1i te skin; they arp rich in 

cafelne, theobromine and knlatine. 

The see1d are much ~oueht aftnr by the local peoDle. 

CUITL'RAL REc.,:aR~~,~r?ITS 

Propagation is by se0d. Germin~tion is slow, taking betw~en 

1-3 months. The plants can be grown in polythene bsgs or nurseri 

bedi; and tlJen planted out wlJ.r>n 1-2 yp'1rs 01d. 

Propa~ntlnn by cuttings is preferrpd aR n means of ~ultiplying 

the w~~i te-t,FP'rlfd strqin which is faVQll!'ed by the r'1arket. The 

final LJP.'\Glng ,.sp.d is 10 m. 

Growth i::; olav., wi th thr=; y(,'mg p13nt reuchlng only 3 m in 4 
YArl!',". (1~ring which ppriod. thf'y ShOllld be kept elf'ar of weeds. 

In ll,d('r to pro:.illc"" a Corc!:,t r;icroclirnatp it is also reco'!1'!1pnded 

thAt thpy shoulti b"! j nte.rplr'lntecl v:i th :)h3cle trr'(> s such ? r~ 

cof'1" "~I Ope''''' "',_;t'9.r;lished, their cuI tlJY"11 req'lirements are 

'Pf,,~ ';1' ):l'l.:tior. of' ',)li:i nut::~ 'I'H' ')ftf'J; Of'f3n exaggf!>rat""c1., cut 

':! ~V"':r'i.2(~ 01' 3'JO Gr''''d;-; lr::r tr'f')(" is considerp0 ":000. 

W'jr)D -
'N~Jl dii'fpl·~ntiHtprl. Trr:' L:llpwlJod is Vlihitp. or :)inkish, t.he 

h(~,_J ,t.w')od yellr'j1iJioh-rlr')Wn '=lnd fairly heavy. It is li'1ble to 

att c}: by b'lT'.i1l 6 tn:3Pl!tf:'. It is E;' •• itriblc for furniture, 

joinery, et..:. '.Uld .is lE.l8d for making diche(-3 and in sculpture. 
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USES -
The wild or planted trees are harvested for their seeds and are 

the object of an important local and international commerce. 
The seeds which are rich in alkaloids, caffeine, kolatine, 

theobromine, are used by the local population as a stimulant 

to counteract fatigue. Industrial exploitation is for the 

caffeine which is used in decoctions and non-alcoholic drinks. 

FOOD VALUE 
Composition of Kola Nuts 

SYNONYMS 

Water 
Crude protein 

Fat 

Sugar and starch 

Cellulose 
Tannin 
Ash 

Theobromine 

Cafeine 

C. acuminata Engl.; C. vemK. Schum. 

BIBlLOGRAPHY 

13. ~ 

9.5% 
L.4% 

45. O'fo 
7.CJ1/o 
3.8% 

3.0Jb 
0.05% 
2.8% 

Aubreville, A. : Flore Forestiere de la C~te dJlvoire 

C.T.F.T. - Nogent-sur-Marne - 1959. 
Bodard, M. Note sur quelques kolatiers africains 

J. Agric. Trop. Bot. Appl. - 1954, 1 - PP. 312-316 

- 1955, 2 - pp. 527-529 
Irvine, F.R. Woody plants of Ghana 

Oxford University Press - 1961 - pp. 868 

Russell, T.A. : The Kola of Nigeria and the Cameroons 

Trop. Agriculture - Trin - 1955 - 32 - pP. 210-240 
Van den Abeele, M.; Vandeput, R. : Les principales cuI t.ures du 

Congo BeIge 

Min£st~re des Colonies - Bruxelles - 1956 - p~ 932 

XXX Kola Nuts and Kola Chocolate 
Int. Choc. Rev. - 1953 - 8 - pp. 185-186 



~OULA EDULIS BAILL. 

FAMILY 

Olscaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 

African Walnut; N'coula 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBmION 
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Native of western tropical Africa where it is found from 

Sierra Leone to Zaire. 
ECOLOGY 

Found principally as a dominant species of evergreen wet forest 

and in the understorey of semi-deciduous forest onnen-flooded 

land. It is a gregarious species without special soil 

requirements. 

BOTANICAL CHARAGTE~ISTICS 

~ 
A medium or large tree reaching 25 m, with a large dense crown 
casting a deep shade. 

~ 
Generally of bad form, short, bossed, branched low down, 

so~eti~es slightlY swollen at the base; it does not usually 

exceed 6 m in leneth and 0.80 m diameter. The bark is thin, 
r8.ther smooth lenticellat~, greenish-brown, slightly fissured; 
slash sepia or yellow, whitish and resinous in young trees. 

~ 
Alternate, simple, exstipulate, oblong or elliptic, coriaceous, 

from 10-30 cm long and 4-9 em broad. The secondary nerves are 
impressed on the uppeI' surface, and prominent on the lower 

surface. The YOllng shoots and leaves 8T'e covered with 

evanAscent, rust coloured stellate hairs. 

Flower 

Small, in S' ort axillary racemes and covered with a rusty 
tomentum. They are tetramerous or pentamerous, with rather 

thick, glabrous, greenish-yellawpetals. 
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Fruit 

The fruit is an ellipsoidal drupe 3-4 em long with an 
extremely hard kernel. The flesh surrounding the kernel is 

green or reddish, 5-6 mm thick, smooth. 
The oily kernel has a taste comparable to that of a chestnut 
or hazelnut. It can be eaten raw, grilled or boiled. It 

contains 50% fat of which 87% is oleic acid. 
J 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS .. 
Because of the hard tegument, germination is poor and may take 

up to a year. The African Walnut can be used as a plantation 

tree with a final spacing of 10 x 12 m. Shading is useful when 
they are young. 

!Q.Q12 

The sapwood is pinkish-brown while the heartwood is dark red 

or violet brownish-red. It is extremely hard, heavy, close
grained, and resists water well. It is also resistant to insect 
attack, particularly termites. It has the disadvantage of bring 
liable to shake and crack. 

USES -
It is useful for making piles for bridges, railway ties ~nd 

charcoal. 
The delicious seeds are eaten raw or cooked. 

SYNONW 
Coula cabrae Wildem. & Th. Dur. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Aubreville, A. : Flore Forestiere de la CSte d'Ivoire - vol. I 

C.T.F.T. - Nogent-sur-Marne - 1959 - pp. 370 
De La Mensbruge, G. : La germinntion et les plantules dpc 

essences arborees de la for~t dense hU"!1iae 

de Ie C~te dlIvoire. 

C.T.F.T. - Nogent-sur-Marne - 1966 - pp. 389 
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Staner, P. Plantes congolaises a fruits comestibles , 
Pllbl. I.N.E.A.C~ - Bruxelles - Ser1e Sc1emt1f1ques 

no. 4 - Pp. 37 
Voorhoeve, A.G. : Liberian H1gh Forest Trees 

Center for Agr1cultural Publications & 
Documentation - Washington - 1965 - PP. 416 

XXX Flore du Congo Belge et du Ruanda - Urundi - vol. 1 
Publ. I.N.E.A.C. - Bruxelles - 1948 - pp. 446 
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N' 13 - Coula edulis Baill. (G. Kunkel) 

a) 
branch with leaves 2 

3" fruits 2 
3 

Af'ter/segdn/d'aprl!ls l.'lJNJ<::EL, G. 
Trees of' Liberia 1965 
German Forestry Joolission to Liberia. Report No.3. 
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c: n 1 a n i;;l. c p, ue 

Tr0~ Tomato; Tumat~ dp l~ Paz, Arbre a Tomates (fr.); 

Toma te de A!'bol (sp.) 

ORIGIN .l.ND DIDTP IBUT 10N 

A no.tivp of the foreuts of the Andes of Pf'ru and Argentina 

at &ltltudes between 1800 and 3000 m. It is also cultivated 

in Mex.lco and Central America between 1200 and 2400 m. 

At the present time it is found in hilly country throughout 

the tro~ics, from Malaysia, India, Ceylon, S. Africa to 8. 

,:-"'InArica. It's succp,ssful cultivation requires an altitude 

A."bovn 1000 m; below this, it flowl7rs and fruits badly, 

owing to th~ lbck of low night tem~prature. 

Tr'p,e tomato is frecauently grovm as a curiosi ty in gay'dens in 

the temperate regions of North AmArica. 

F,IjOLOGY 

Al thlmgh it needs a 10Vver night te mpera ture such as is 

f0'J.nd DE'tween 1000 and 2000 m al t i t'ude in the tro:.1 c s, it 

does not toler~4.tp very low temperatures, so frost pockets 

(:;!io,"ld be ~vuided. 

It ['lpprpci;Jtes dAep, moist, well-drained, fertile soils, 

. and should be il'Y'igated in the event of a prolonged dry 

spell. It needs l-,t~h atrT10spheric humid:!. ty, and for this 

re~uon is often cultivat~d at altitude in regions Which are 

otherwise dry. In California it hss been shown that although 

the large leavps of the ,lant ~re damaged by a tempAr~ture of 

-2 oI' _3°C, thp~T quickly recover. 
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CULTURAL REQUIREMEN1'S 
It is propagted easily by seed, which takes about 8-15 days 

to germinate. The seeds are sown in nursery beds and when the 

plantlet s are 20 cm high they are transplanted to a spac i rlg of 

2-3 m each way. 
Fruit production begins 2 years after sowing and lasts for 

10 - 12 years. 
Maximum production lasts only 4 - S years, for a period of S 

months per year. 

The facility of propagation and culture lends it well to 

small scale or garden cultivation. 

Trials of propagation by cuttings have also been suece~sful. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 
The Tree Tomato is a semi-wood1 shrub or treelet 2-3 m high, 

rarely Sm. It is unarmed, pubescent, with a short trunk and 

stout lateral branches. 

The bark is grey. 

~ 
Alternate, Simple, entire, usually grouped at the branch tips, 

with a robust petiole, 4-8 cm long. The limb is large, 15-30 

cm long, 10-20 em broad, ovate, shortly acuminate, with a cordate 

base. The young leaves are covered on both surfaces with a 

soft pubescence; later the upper surface becomes glabrous. 
The mi1rib and principal veins are prominent on both surfaces. 

Flower 
The flowers are flesh pink, in groups of 3-10 in axillary cy~es 
or racemes, near the ends of the branches. They are her~aphrodite, 

pentamerous, fragrant, pedicellate, 13-15 mm diameter. 
The calyx is campenu1ate with broadly ovate, subacute lobes, 

which are thick and accrescent in fruit. 

The corolla is rotate-campanu1ate, 12 mm long, with 5 long, 

narrow, 1anceolate segments, reflexed at the apex. 

The 5 stamens are yellow and inserted at the throat of th~ cerolla. 
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Fruit 
The fruit is an ovoid berry, measuring 4-6(-IO} em long 
and 3-5 cm broad. It is suspp.nded at the end of a long 
stalk, and surrounded at the base by the persistent green 
calyx. 

The skin is thin, glabrous, smooth, reddish-brown to violet 
changing to orange-red at maturity. Some purple-fruited 
varieties become deep purple at maturity. 
The pulp is juicy, subacid, pink, salmon or yellow; it 
contains numerous small seeds. 

~ 
The uses of Cyphomandra betacea are similar to those of 
Lycopersicum esculentum Mill. (tomato). 
The acidulous flavour of the raw fruit is very refreshing. 
It is also steamed, baked, made into sauce or pickled. 
The Tree Tomato shOUld be grown, wherever for one r~ason or 
another, it is difficult to cultivate or fruit the true tomato. 
SYNONYMS 
Cyphomandra crassifolia 
Solanum betaceum Cav. ; 
Solanum fragrans Hook. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Macbride; Pionandra betacea Miers; 
Solanum crassifolium Ortega; 

Solanum obliquum Bert. ex Dun. 

Cormeau, P. : L'arboriculture fruiti~re au Katanga 
1946 - Elisabethville - publ. C.S.K. - bible 29 

ref. - 14 photos - 27 fig. - PP. 170 
Fouque, A. : Cyphomandra betacea Sendt 

Frui ts - vol. 28 - no. 1 - 1973 - pp. ~j 
Jaime Instituto Colombiano Agrope cuario 

Vol. II - no. 8 - aug. 1977 - pp. 13-22 
Kroll, R. Les cultures potageres au Congo BeIge -

1956 - Bruxelles - Publ. du Ministere des 
Colonies - tract no. 22 - index alph. - bible 

32 ref. - 45 photos - 29 figs. - pp. 3-131 
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!p jE'!Urle, J. B. H. : Plante s frui t i~re s au RI.l.c.l.nda - Urundi (fr.) 

Gerv. - 1940 - 1, 2 - pp. 20-25 

Neal, 

Ochoc, 

" ,.. l' :. -J. 

J • . T. : 

In gardens of Hawaii 

Bishop Museum - 1965 - pp. 739 
SoulE'!, M.J. ; Dijkman, M.Jr; Wahlburg, C. 

Tropical and subtropical agriculture -

1966 - Np,w York - chap. 8 - pp. 744-746 
Perrot : Matier~s prp.mi~res du r~gne vegetal 

Masson et Cie pp. 1926 
Popenoe, W. : Tropical and subtropical fruits (Manual of) -

1934 - New York - pp. 452-453 
pynaert, L. : CuI tnres potageres et plantes condimentaires 

1953 - Bruxelles - Encyclopedie du Congo 

BeIge - 40 fig. - pp. 633-668 
Pynaert, L. Production de semences de legumes sous les 

tropiques 

Staner, P. 

1954 - Bruxelles - Publ. du Ministere des 
Colonips - tract no. 36 - 2 annexes - 2 fig. 

- pp. 3-47 
Plantes congo1aises a fruits comestibles 

1935 - Bruxellew - publ. I.N.E.A.C. - Serie 

scient. no. 4, 9 - fig. - t.2 - pp. 826 
van den AbeGle, M.; Vandeput, R. : Les principales culture~ 

du :ongo BeIge 

, Wi c k s on, F •. J. 

1956 - Bruxel1es - P'lbl. du Minist~re des 

Colonies - bible 445 refs - 59 plates -

pp. 932 
California fruits and how to grow them 

1914 - San Francisco - 24 pl. - fig. - pp. 511 
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CVPHOMANDRA BETACEA SENDT. 

Cyphomandra betacea 
After/segdn/d1apr's OCHSE, J.J. 

Indische vruchten 
Volksleotuur - Weltevreden - 1927 - pp. 330 
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DACRYODES EDULIS (G, DON.) H. J. LAM 

FAMILY 

Burseraceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 

Bush Butter Tree; Safoutier (rr,) 

QRIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 

A forest species occuring naturally 

Sierra Leone to Angola and Uganda, 

ECOLOGY 

in West Africa fro~ 

It is introduced to Malaysi8. 

A shade-loving species of non-flooded forest in the hu~id 

tropical zone. Where there is a well ma~ked dry season it 

is found only in gallery forest and on swampy ground. It 

occurs up to 1000 m altitude. 

BOTANICAL Ca~CTERISTICI 

Size -
A medium sized evergreen tree attaining 18-22 m in forest. 

As a plantation tree it does not exceed 12 m. It is generally 

branched from low down, with a deep, dense crown. 

Bole 

Rather short, slightly fluted, 0.50 - 0.70 m diameter and more 

or less sinuous. The scented pale grey rough bark exudes a 

whitish resin. Butresses absent. 

Leaf 

Compound, imparipinnate with 5-8 pairs of leaflets. 

Leaves glossy on the upper surface; lower surface pubescert, 

the pubescence disappearing with age. 

Flower 
The small (C. 6 cm) flowers are borne in large t omen tose termi r.Fl.l 

panicles. They are trimerous. The species is dioeci0uc (~l0~prs 

unisexual by abortion of one sex). 
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Fruit 

Ellipso1d drupes rather variable 1n size, :from 1.5 to 7 em 

long and 1-3.5 cm broad, resembling olives. Exoc~rp thin, 

p1nk, bec oming v 101~t at matur i ty; pulp :firm and thin. 

Fr tl i t edible whe!n cooked and sal ted. 

C lJLTURAL REQUIPF.r,~~NTS 

o:ften found (if:; garden tree in and ar o'md village s. It is 

usually propagatpd from Geed, sown either in open ground or 

in long polythene bags. Apart from layering, vegetative 

propagation givP8 poor results.· It would be deSirable to 

develop other methods of vegetative propagation 1n order to 

multiply good stra1ns of :female plants. 

In orchurds, the rpcommended spacing is 10 x 10 m. 

WOOD 

The sapwood and heartwood are difficult to dist1nguish; 

they are whitish, soft and light. The wood has a general 

use for tool handlps particularly axe shafts. It is 

conside~~d a good replacement for okoume (Canarium 

s(.;hwe infurthi i). 

USES 

The fruit is edible aftAr cooking or scalding, and it has 

a high f00d value. The f're sh pulp is rich in fat (35-65%), 
with a considerable amount o:f palmitic and linoleic acid. 

The rf"sin is used medic1.nally by the local people. 

SYNONY-;',,1S 

pachylobus edulis G. Don.; CRnarium edule Hook. f. 

Canarium saphu Engl.; Pachylobus saphu ~ng1. 

81 BI~IOG"RAPHY 

A'clbrP."ville, A. 

t\u'bre'vi lIe, A. 

.. .. 
Flore du Gabon - Les Burspracees 

vol. 3 - pp. 81-84 
LeE D3.c'1"'yodes (Pach'llobus) et Santiria de 

1 'O'ue st Afr i cain 

Bois et For~ts des Tropiques - 1948, 8 -

pp. 342-348 
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Bourdeaut, J. : Le Safoutier - Fruits 

vol. 26 - no. 10 -1971 - pp. 663-666 ,.. 
De Saint Aubain : La foret du Gabon 

C.T.F.T. - 1963 - pp. 208 
Normand, D. : Note sur 1es bois de Daayodes et de Santiria 

africains 

Philippe, J. 

,. 
Bois et Forets des Tropiques - 1948, 8 -

pp. 399 - 402 
Essais de repvoduction veretative de "Nsafu" 

(Daayodes edu1is) 

Bull. Inf. I.N.E~A.C~ - 1957, 6 - pp. 319-327 
Troupin, G. : Flore du Congo BeIge et du Ruanda - Urundi 

Vol. VII. : Burseraceae - pp. 138-140 
Van den Abeele, M.; Vandeput, R. : Les principa1es cultures 

du Congo BeIge. 

White, F. 

Ministere des Colonies - BruxeJ1es - 1956 -
pp. 932 

Forest Flora of Northern Rhodesia 

Oxford University Press - 1962 - pp. 177 



DURIO ZlBETHINUS L. 

FAif.IIY 
Bombacaceae 
V}1;RNACULAR NAlv'ES 

Du~ian; Dourian 
ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
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Native of Malaysia but now introduced into many countries 

in trooical ASia, especially Ceylon. It's distribution is 
close to that of the Mangosteen, excepting the coastal areas. 

ECOLOGY 

It is a species of moist tropical regions, found specially 
along the forp.f~t margins at low altitude, up to 300 m. 
According to some authors, pollination is effected by bats, 
which would explain the difficulty encountered in introducing 

it to many countries. 
It does well in deep, moist, alluvial soils. 
It toler~tes neither a cold climate nor a dry one. However, 
in equatorial regions it 'pequires a relatlvely dry period to 
induce flower ing. In some p1.ace s (e. g. Malaya) thf're may 
occRsionally be one or two years without fruit, bec~use the 
d:r,Y S88.Sc'n was too shor't or absent altogf'"thAr. 
BOTANI81\l "!H.RA8T"RRISTIC8 
Size -
A 1a'::'3e dpr::irl'lo'lS tree renching 35 m. On mature trees the 
crown is coni cal, dense and cOr:1;?osed of St0 11t. hori zorm lly 
arr~ng~d brnnc~~s. The shape is reminiscent of a larg~ elm . 

.ll2..l£ 
Straight, slightly enlarged Ht the base. The bark is grey or 

rer.'l.rH sh-hrown. 

Leqf 

8i m:,1 e rind al terna te, but samet imes subopposi te or opposite 
near the inflorescence. They measure 6-22 cm long and 2.5-8 
em broad. The colour of the foliage is variable, from pale green 
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to dark bronze-gl"een. The leaves are glabrous ;~nd. g1.0[~~sy 

on the uPDer surface; the lower Burf'flee is rough (sil very

grey or yellowish scales); tip acuminate; midrib prominent 

on the lower surface; petiole about 2.5 cm long, thickened 

at the base. Small scaly Btipules present. 

Flowers 

The inflorescence is sometimes reduced to only a few flowers, 

or sometimes bears more than 20 flowers. The lctrge flowers 

are 5~7 cm long, giving off an odour of sour milk. be 

calyx is composed of 2 parts: the exterior of 2-3 free 

sepals, and the interior of 3-5 broadly cut, fused sepals. 

The corolla consists of 4-5 free petals which are white, 
streaked with green. Some varieties have red petals. 

The numerous stamens are grouped into 4-5 bundles. 

Fruit 
These have an exceedingly strong and offensive odour, which 

attracts wild animals from miles around, and are large and 

heavy (usually weighing from 2-3(-7) kg) and measuring about 

20(-35) cm by 17 cm. They are produced on short stout branches, 

and their colour varies from p~le brown to olive or yellowish

green. 

The skin is covered with strong splnes 1.5 cm lo~g. 

At maturity it opens slightly into 4-5 valves. The flesh 

is white, and withln are found 1-7 seeds in the depressions 

of each segment. Each seed is surrounded by cream or pink 

pulp (the aril) : this is the part which is eaten. Each seed 

measure s 5-6 x 7-8 cm. 
The fruits take about 3 months to mature. 

The epiderJ'Tlis of the fruit is very hard, almo;]t woody, and 

the fruits ape rarely damaged although they may fall i'rom a 

great height. 
Due to a chemical change within the pulp, it ~ust be eaten 

within 2 days of falling from thp tree, and the fruit should 

not be opened long before eating as the pulp goes sour. The 

seeds can also be eaten. 
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CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
The durian is usually propagated by seed. Germination 
is rapid and easily accomplished, but the viability is 
short - a few weeks or only a few hours if the seed is 
exposed to the sun. 
Fruiting starts 5-7 years after planting and there are 

2 harvests each YF.ar. 
The durian can also be multiplied by grafting. Other 
methods of vegetative propagation give poor results. 

Final spacing of trees recommended in India is 9 x 12 m. 
The annual prod'lct ion of a tree is around 50 frui ts. 
In some countDies it is thought that attaching durian 
fruits to trees will prevent accidents. 

WOOD 
The wood is light (density air-dried 0.54) 
The sapwood is white and the heartwood reddish-brownto brown 
with easily visible rings. It is suitable for peeling and 
used for packing cases. 

USES 

The pulp or aril of the fnuit ~ust be eaten fresh. 
It has the reputation of being an aphrodisiac. The juice 

is eat en pure or mixed with coconut milk. 

The seeds are sometimes grilled or boiled. 
The quality of the fruit is the subject of controversv. ", 
This is because it is difficult to keep and it gives off 
such a strong offensive odour, likened by some to a mixture 
of old cheese, onions and turpentine, by others to a civet

cat, hence its botanical name. 
The fruits are best eaten raw. They can be added to ice 

cream or used to make a good jam. 
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FOOD VALUE 

Their food value is v~ry high 

Water 1;5 5 - ~,E:,C'! -" • ~ I"" 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Prote in 
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DURIO ZIBETHINUS L. 

Durio zibethinus 
After/segdn/d'apr~s MOLESWORTH ALLEN, Betty 

J,lala.yan Fruits 
Donald Moore Press Ltd. - Singapore - 1967 - pp. 245 
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EMBLICA OFFICINALIS GAmTN .. (PHILLlII'l'HUS DmLICA L.) 

FAMILY 
Euphorbiaceae 

VERNACUlAR NAMES 
Indian Gooseberry; Myrobalan 
QRIGIN ~~ DISTRIBUTION 
Native of tropical Asia, Ceylon, India, Burma, China, etc. 

It occurs at elevations up to 1300 m, in semideciduouB forest. 

ECOLOGY 

It is especially widespread in riparian forest along the 
Indus, with a moist tropical climate, and a distinct dry 
season. It is sensitive to both drought and cold, and it 
is absent from arid regions. 
It 1s a light demanding species re~uiring full light for 

best development. Growth 1s fast at first but soon slows 
down. 
BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Size 
A medium-sized tree reaching about 18 ~ high. It is a 
neciduous species but does not lose all its leave. in the 

dry season. The globular crown casts a light shade. 

which 
The bole/is oft~n short, is straight and cylindrical. The 
smooth grey bark peels off in irregular scales. It 1s quite 

rich in tannin. 

Leaf 
The leaves are alternate, pinnate, with numerous pale green 

leaflets. 
Fruit 
Almost sesaile, smooth, globular, greenish-yellow, about the 

size of marbles. They have a nut-like hexagonal endocarp 
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which contains 4-6 dark brown tetragonous seeds, The flesh 

of some fruit, especially some wild varieties, is vpry acid, 

bitter and astringent. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
As plants produced from seed b~ar fruit of inferior quality, 

it is necessary to use vegetstive meanE: Of propagation to 

keep good varieties. Budding gives the best results, and i~ 

carried out on stools of about 1 cm diameter. The grafted 

plants are spaced out at 8 x 10 m at th~ beginning of the 

rainy season. Many plants drop their leave s on transplant ing 

but new foliage soon appears. Copious watAring iE: needed 

during the dry period. So~e weeding is required during the 

early stages of growth but once:transplanted to their final 

pOSitions, they need very little attention. The trees begin 

to bear fruit aftAr 8 years. 

WOOD 

The wood which is not or only slightly differentiated, is 

red, hard, fissile and durable in w~ter. It is ~sed for 

agricultural implements, pit props, fOIl cheap furniture and 

in construction. 

On drying, the wood is liable to twist and split. 

It is regarded as an excellent firewood. 

USES 

The raw fruit ts an important source of vitamin C. The 

fruit juice contains 300 times as much vitamin C as the 

same quantity of orange juice. When dried and powdpred, the 

fruit is more efficB.c:ious than synthetic vitamin C in treating 
s;urvy. 

It is also used in jams and pickles. The bark, leavec and 

fruits contain high propoIltions of tannic 8ubstan-.:es. 
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SYNONYM 

Emblica officinalis Gaertn. 
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ERIOBOTRYA JAPONICA (THUNB. )LINDL 

FAMILY 
Rosapeae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
.Loquat; Neflier du Japon, Bibacier (fr.); N{spero de 
E spai1a (sp.) 
ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
This species is actually a native of central China, but it 
has been cultivated in Japan since time immemorial, and it 
has now been spread to all the subtropical, mediterranean and 
warm temperate regions of the world. 
ECOLOGY 
Originally from regions with a subtropical climate, this 
species requires a mild climate with a rainfall of between 
650 and 1000 mm evenly spread through the year, without 
excessive heat especially when the fruit is ripening. 
The most favourable conditions for productivity and quality 
of fruit are to be found near the sea. In the tropiCS its 
culture is possible between 1000 and 2200 m altitude. 
It is tolerant of drought and of slight frost. Temperatures 

lower than -5°C dam~ge the flowers, and lower thatl. _12°C ar'e 

fatal. 

It will grow in a great variety of soils from sands to heavy 
clays; however, the best growth 4.s found in light, well
drained, deF.p, moist alluvial soils (gritty subsoil about 
1.5 m deep) 
BOT~~ICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Size 

Evergreen shrub or small tree from 6 - 8 m high. 
Ornamental. 
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~ 
Usually rather short, from 0.60 - 1 m long, surmounted 
by a dense ovoid or globular crown. 

The bark is grey and shallowly fissured; on young 
branches it is pale brown and hairy. 
Leaf 

Alternate, coriaceous, lanceolate or elliptic, margin 
serrate, 12-30 cm long,4-10 cm broad. The lower surface 
is covered with grey or reddish hairs. 

Flower 

The terminal panicles 10-20 cm long, white, fragrant. 

Fruit 

The size and shape varies according to the variety: 

generally globular, ovoid or pyriform from '.5 - 6 cm long, 
pale yellow to red, slightly downy when young. They contain 

4-10, brownish, oblong seeds 1-2 cm long, in a firm pale 
yellow flesh which is agreeably perfumed end slightly acid. 

CU~TURAL RE~UIREMENTS 

Planting distances are either ~.5 x 7 m or 6 x 6 m. For 

good prlJducti vi ty , manuring !J'l d interplan ting wi th a 
leguminous crop is recommended. Manuring should be carried 

out every 2 years at the rate of 40-50 kg per tree, or 12-
14 tonnes/hectare. After plantin,; the tpees 9.re pr1.med 

60-75 cm above ~round level in order to promote the growth 
of 3-5 branches. They are also pruned immediately after 

harvesting in order to li~it the number of fruit and even 
out productioIJ. 
Propagation is generally by seed, though due to market requirc~entsl 
various techniques for grafting and budding should be investigated. 
Seedlings or stools are placed in 10 cm pots. When they reach 

a diameter of about 1 em budding or graftlng ~arl proceed 
(the eye with a strip of bark is taken from young wood which 
has lost its pubescence and its leavps). Immediately after 
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planting out, the plants are cut down to 5-10 cm 
above the graft. They start producing fruit 2-3 yeurs 
after planting. 
There are numerous varieties which vary greatly in the 
form of the fruit and in productivity. 

WOOD 

It does not have a market, except as firewood. 
FOOD VALUE 

Composition: water 
protein 
lipids 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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No. 18 Eriobotrya Japonica (Thunb.) Lindi 



EUGENIA JAMBOS L. 

FAMILY 

Myrtaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Rose-Apple; Pommier Rose, Jambosier (fr.); Pomarros& (sp.) 
QRIGIN AND DIST~IBUTION 
This species is native in the tropics of South East ASia, 

especially the Malay Ar~hipelago. It has been spread 
throughout the tropics of the world, and has become naturalized 
in manycountries. 

ECOIPGY 
It is a species of low altitude preferring wet coastal 
tropical climates and humid locations such as the banks of 
large rivers. It Withstands drought better than low 

temperature. It 1s a shade loving plant, especially when 
young. Young plants exposed to full light die very rapidly. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Size -
A small tree to 5 or 10 m high with evergreen leaves. The 

crown is broad, deep and dense. 

Bole -
Generally twisted~ the baoe. It's diameter varies 

between 10 and 20 cm. The bark is brown, with numerous 
furrows, smooth between the furrows. 

~ 
OPPOSite, lanceolate, long acuminate, de~p creen, shining, 
with numerous transparent gland dots. They are often cover~d 

wi th a "bloom" which gives them a darker appearance. 

Flower 
YellowLsh-white or pink, scented, with 4 rather large sepals 

~and petals. The scent resembles that of a rose. They are 

arranged in 4-5-flowered terminal corymbs. 
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Fx-uit 

Fragrant, yellowish sometimes tint~d with red, ovoid or 

globose, 3-5 cm diameter. A firm and only slightly juicy 

f'lesh surrounds 1-2 seeds. Although the maximlm fruitlng 

takes place during the summer, flowers and fruit are present 

throughout the y~ar. 

CULTURAL REUUIREMENTS 
Propagation is f'rom seed. The genanative power of the seed 

is good, and the seeds are liable to germinate immediately 

after harvesting. Polyembryony has often been recorded. 

The seeds are germinated in shade and the young plants 

progressively introduced to lighter conditions. Layering 

is also successful. It is essential during the early stages 

of growth to ensure adequa te shade and to avoid dI'ying out by 

the sun. It is often necessary to irrigate the young plants 

during the dry season. The recommended f'inal ~acing for 

plantations is 5 to 6 m. Growth is slow. 

WOOD 

Differentiated. The dark brown heartwood is heavy and hard. 

It is not durable in soil, as it is very susceptible to terrr.ite 

attack. When it attalns suitable dimensions, which is not 

often, it is a valuable construction timber. It is good 

for both firewood and charcoal. 

~ 
The fruit can be eaten raw, but it is rather insipid Rnd not 

popular. It is pref'erred cooked, in ~reserves, and in thiE 

form it is greatly appreciated. Because of its high pectin 

content it is used as a setting agent for conserv~s. It is 

also a useful melliferous and ornamental species. 

FOOD VALUE 

water 

raw protein 

fat 

sugar and starch 

cellulose 

miner~l material 

89.1% 
0.7% 
0.2% 
9.7% 
0.C% 
0.3% 
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SYN01'ffMS 

Jambosa jambos (L.) Millsp.; 

Syzygium jambos (L.) Alston; 
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EUGENIA MALACCRNSIS L. 

FMHLY 

Myrtaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Malay Apple; Jamelac, Jambosier Rouge, Pomme de Tahiti (fr.); 

Manzana Malaya (sp.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
probably native of the Malay Archipelago or Malay Peninsula. 

It is naturalIzed or semi naturalized in South East Asia, 

where it forms pure stands. It is cultivated practically 

throughout the tropics. 

E80LOGY 

A characteristic plant of the humid tropics, intolerant of 

long periods of drought and large temperature fluctuations. 

It is frost sensitive and confined to low or medium altitude 

be 1 ow 1000 m. 

BOT{>.N leAL CHARACTERIGTICS 

Size -
A small to medium sized eVFrgreen treA up to 15 m high, with 

a narrow, dense, columnar crown. 

~ 
The bole is thick and straight but short, soon branching, 

somet ime::l exceeding 0.30 m di ameter. The "bark is "brown, 
smooth or slightly verrucose and corky. 
LeAf -
Oppocite, large, oblong. The limb is slightly recurved, 

gen~ru.lly with a dark green, shining upper surface, and a 

paler greAn lO\\'f~r surface. The coriaceous limb bears 

numprous transparent gland dots, 

Flower 
The flowers are arranged in paniculate or racemose inflorescences. 

ThA c9lyx is of 4 sepals which persist on the fruit. There 

are 4 purplish-rpd petals. The stamens are very numerous, 

and on fa 1_1 ing, form a red carpet' under the trees. 
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Pruit 
Tha fruit is a subov~id or pyriform purple berry, 5-7 cm 
long, 3-5 cm broad, with a short peduncle. The skin is thin 
and sweet, and covers a white, spongy, juicy flesh, whose 
scent recalls that of a rose or apple. The exact taste of 
the fruit is strongly disputed, owing to the existence or 
numerous varieties. 
The species flowers and fruits throughout the year. 
CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
The species is easily propagated from seed, but vegetative 
multiplication is advised if fruits of consistent quality 
are required. 
Budding on to seedling stock gives good results. 
The growth of both seedlings and grafted stock is reasonably 
fast. 
The final spacing is 8-10 m. 
As the Malay Apple is attacked by termites, it is prudent to 
keep some extra plants in the nursery, in the event of 
replacements being needed. 
WOOD 
The wood is differentiated: the sapwood is light brown; the 
heartwood is brown, hard, smooth to touch and very heavy; 
however it has a tendency to Wa!P end is difficult to work. 
It is useful for making furniture, if it is of surficient 
size. It makes excellent charcoal. 
USES 
The Malay Apple is sometimes cultivated as an ornamental, 
but Sa primary importance is as a rruit tree. The fruit can 
be eaten raw, .Cooked, or made into preserves; it can also be 
used for wine-making. The stamena, which are slightly acid, 
can be used ~n salads. 

SYNONYMS 
Jambosa ma1accensis (L.) DC.; Syzygium malaccense (L.) 

Merrill c!: Perry 
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hugenia malaooensis 
After/segdn/d1apr's OCHSE, J.J. 

Indisohe vruohten 

EUGENIA MALACCENSIS L. 

Volks1ectuur - Weltevreden - 1927 - pp. 330 



EUGENIA UNIFLORA L. 

FAMILY 
Myrtaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Surinam Cherry, Pitanga; Cerisier de Cayenne, Cerise Caree 
(fr.); Cereza de Cayena (sp.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native of tropical America where it occurs in the forests 

of Brazil, Guyana, Bolivia and Argentina. Due to the high quality 
of its fruit, it is now found in many other tropical countries. 
ECOLOGY 
Tropical and subtropical with a range extension as far as the 
Mediterranean regions. It will tolerate temperatures 
app~oaching oOe. Its productivity is much higher in hot, 
wet climates than in dry or semi-arid climat~s. It is very 
tolerant of soil conditions, but prefers well-drained sandy 

soil. It will also tolerate relatively high levels of CaCo
3 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 
Usually a shrub or small tree around 4-5 m high, exceptionally 
reaching 8 m. 

~ 
Generally short and not more than 10 cm diameter. 

~ 
Opposite, ovate, acuminate, entire, upper surface glossy 
dark gree.n, lower surf'ace light green; the limb be>ars gl and 
dots which give off a spicy odour when the leaf is bruised. 
In Brazil, the leaves are spread out on the ground, having 
the reputation for keeping away flies and also perfuming the 
house. 
Flower 
Small, whi,te or pinki sh, tetramerous, in lax-flowered panicle s; 
the petals are rapidly caducous and the sepalE persist on the 
fruit. 
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Fruit 

Red or sometimes blackish berry, somewhat resembling a 

char-I'y or small tomato, 2-3 em di arne ter, broader than long, 

with 8 vertical furrows. The flesh is sugary, slightly acid 
and very j 11lcy. 

CULTlr"'UJ REC'UIREMFNTS 

Propagation by seed is easy and one often finds numerous seedlings 
ben~ath the present tree. The seeds lose their viability within 

2-3 w~eks. Young planDs of around 0.30 m high are planted out 

at a spacing of 3 to 6 m. Growth is sl~ and as it does not 

begin to bear fruit for 4-5 years, interplanting with another 
crop is recornmendp.d during the 5-6 years needed to establish 

the orchard. It is not demanding as to solI conditions and 

can be planted anywhere. In dry areas it is recommended 

that the trees be given copious irrigation when the fruits 

begin to colour, in order to ensure good production. 

Mulching is also recommended. In areas where the dry 

season is short and indistinct the tree bears fruit practically 

all yeu.r. 

~ 
The wood is not used except for firewood. 

~ 
The frui t is v~ry tasty and fragrant when fully ripe and 

can be eaten raw. They can be made into jellies, sorbets, 

syr'Up and even a litlueur. The leaves are SOfTletimes used for 

infusions. It is also a very valuable ornamental species. 

FOOD VAVJE 

SYNONYM 

Water 

protein 
fat 

sugar and starch 

cellulose 

ash 

Eugenia micheli Lam. 

90.7% 

1.01% 
0.66% 
7.5~ 

0.34% 
0.34% 
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FRI.JOA SEr,LOWIANA 3~RG. 

FAMILY 

Myrtaceae 

vrRNACTJLAR NAMRS 
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Pineapple Guava; Feijoa (fr., sp.); Guayaba chilena (sp.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBtlJTION 

Feijoa is a small tree native in the forests of southern 

Brazil (Rio Grande do SuI), western Paraguay, Uruguay and 

north eastern Argentina. It is at home in all olive

growing regions. On the other hand, trials in Cuba, 

southern Flor ida and several other tr opical areas have 

met with little success. Good rps~lts are obtained at 

medium alti tudAs in a temperate climate v;here the rainfall 

does not exceed one metre per year. 

ECOLOGY 

Feijoa is a plant of subtropical countries with a temperate, 

not too wet climate. The average rainfall is of the order 

of 750-1000 mm. 

It is tolerant of drought, but in cultivation irrigation is 

necessary to ensure maximum production and good quality 

frQit. In dry conditions the fruit becomes lignified and 

ripening is retarded. 

The species does not like rapid changes of temperature, but 

it is frost tolerant, resisting without damage _8°C. The 

ideal Roil for the species is clay-sand, rich in humus, 

but it will grow in poorer soils if they are well-drained. 

BOT4NICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Size 

A shrub or small tree 3-6 m high with a well-developed 

crown, which is usually broader than high. The young 

branches, lower surface of the leaf, c~lyx and corolla 

are silvery-grey tomentose. 
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~ 
They ~re opposite, simple, elliptic or ovate-oblong, ~ntire, 

3-7 cm long, 1.5-4 cm broad. The petiole ie about 4 ~m. 
They are persistent, grppn on the upper side 8nd covered with 

a greyish-white tomentum on thp lo~er side. The midrib iu 

prominent below. 

Flower 
The flowers are axilJnry, solit8ry or in faseicles, with n 

peduncle 1.2-2 cm long, with 4 sepals (the 2 outer c 8 mm long, 

the 2 inner ovate 10 mm, obtuse). 

The 4 petals are cyathiform, 18-20 mm long, 8-10 rrr broad, 

white on the exterior face, purplish-scarlet insid~. 

There are numprous, long exserted (2.5 cm long) sC8rl~t 

stamens. 
Fruit 
The frui t is a pruinose, ovoid or oblong berl'Y, 2-7 cm long 
and 2-5 em broad, in colour it is pale green, perhaps with 

a touch of red at maturity. It is tomentose at first, then 

glabrous. The fIe sh is pulpy, gI'anular, trent;] ucent, 

yellowi sh-whi te. It contains 20-30 sma 11 seedF.. 

CUI,TURAL REQUIRE~l~~NTS 

Propagation of Feijoa is by seed, cuttings, layprine or 

graft ing. 

The se~d takes 15-25 days to germinate and thereaftpr 

development is slow, with the young ~18nts n0t pJ8nted out 

until 2 years ~]d. The final spacing ie 4.5-6 m eRch ~8y. 

Grafting is easily carried out on young ~&tprial. 

Prunl~g Ehou]d not be too vigorous, nor too wPRk. 
A slow-release organic manure is most suitable; rpgulnr 

smalldoaes of active chemical fer'tilizAr 8hould ~llLo be 

applied. 
In dry areas, mulching is reco~~ended, and it is 2dvi~ed not 

to work the soil too cloce to the base of thA trF~, in order 

to avoid damaging the roots, which would effrct fruit 

product ion. 
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USES 

To obtain the bA~,t flavour, the fruit must be E'aten at 

preci8E"ly the right momE'lnt of ripeness. The pulp has a 

taste recalling a mixture of strawberries, guavas and 

pineapple; it is generally eaten raw with the seeds which 

are VAry small. The fruit can also be used for preserves, 

jelly, jams or preserved in brandy. As the fruit contains 

easily assimilated iodine, it would be usefulin the prevention 

of goitre. 

lastlY, the beauty of its flower justifies its use in 

ornamental horticulture. 

FOOD VALUE 

ThA composition of thE' ripe fruit is as follows: (Univ. of 

California) 

SYNONYM 

water 

protein 

fat 

carbohydrate 

ash 

ce11ulose 

84.88% 

0;82% 

0.24% 

4.24% 

0.56% 

3.35% 

Orthostemon sellowianus Berg. 
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GARCINIA MANGOSTANA L • 

. FAMILY 

Clusiaceae (Guttiferae) 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Mangosteen, Mangostan, Mangis; Mangost:n (sp.); Mangoust8n, 

Mangoustanier, Mangouste, Mangousti~r (fr.) 

QRIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 

The mangosteen is native in the Sunda Isles and Malay Peninsula, 

and it does not often o~cur outside the countries of th~ Far 

East. It is cultivated on a fairly important s~a1e in 

Indochina (Cochin China), Java, Sumatra, Malay Peninsula, 

the Philippines, the Moluccas and Ceylon. Everywhere else 

where it has been introduced, it is found only in very 

limited numbers. 

ECOLOGY 

The mangosteen demands an equatorial climate. In fact it 

requires very special conditions of heat, moisture and soil 

which only certain tropical countries are able to provide, 

and this accounts for its rather feeble distribution. Tropical 

temperatures and abundant rain distributed regularly throughout 

the year are the f~ctors essp.ntial for the SUCCp.ss of its 

cultivation. The lower parts of Ceylon which receive the 

south west monsoon rains are particularly favourable. It 

grows very well in a clay soil. It favours moist soils, with 

one qualifbction - the water must not be stagnant. It should 

be cultivated in situations sheltered fro~ wind Rnd su~. 

BOTANI~AL CW\RA':~'ERISTICS 

Size 

The mangosteen is a beautiful tree which can attain a height 

of 20 m, but in general does not exceed 10 m in cultivation 

(trunk 0.25 - 0.35 m diameter). 
It is characterized by its conical form, straight trunk with 

brown-black, thick, rugose bark which exudes a pale yellow 

latex when cut. It has thick angular branches. It's root 

system is poorly developed. 
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~ 
Opposite, ovate, elliptic or oblong, apex obtusely acuminate, 
base acute, obtuse or rounded:margin entire. The leaves are 
relatively thick and coriaceous, de~ green or yelloWish-green 
above, shining, yellowish-green below, glabrous on both 
surfaces. They are 12 to 23 cm long and 4.5 to 10 cm broad. 
The petiole 1.5-2 cm long, is swollen at the base and subtends 
an uillary bud. 
Flower 
F1owerr. hermaphrodite or unisexual by abortion of the stamens, 
solit~ry or paired at the bra~ch tips. They have 4 sepals, 4 
petals, 16-17 small stamens with long filaments and 2-celled 

fertile anthers, a sessile subg1obu1ar 4-8-1ocu1ar. ovary, 
with a sessile stigma. 
Fruit 
Generally solitary or in pairs, The fruit is a round berry 
5-7 em diame te r, with a persi stent calyx J and surmounted 'by a 
persistent stigma. The violet-purple pericarp is very thick 

(0.8-1 cm) and leathery. It encloses a variable number (5-7) 
of ari1 segments which mayor may not surround the seeds. 

The pericarp is not edible on account of the p:--'esence of the 
very bitter pale yellow latex. It is the ari1 segments which 

form the edible part of the fruitj the snow-white flesh has 
aneJquisite taste, conSidered by some to resemble grapes and 
peaches, and a scent of great delicacy. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
The species has very slow growth and bears little fruit before 
reaching 10 or 15 years old, and does not enter full producticn 

until at least 20 years old. 
propagation can be by seed, cuttings, layering or grafting; 
whatever method is used, the delicate technique required must 
be followed closely if one wishes to establish the mangosteen 

in a new country. Once separated from the fruit, the seeds 
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lose their viability after a few days: sowing is therefore 
recommended as soon as possible. If the seed remains in the 
fruit, then their viability will remain 3-5 weeks. Seeds 
are planted in open ground or in large polythene bags, in 
which care the seedlings are transplanted before reaching 
60 cm high, or when they have 6 pairs of leaves. 
propagatiDn by cuttings 

Cuttings are taken from well ripened branches; they root 
easily in sand in a closed container; bottom heat as well as 
the use of hormone powder will increase the take. Mangosteen 
can also be grafted on to the stock of related species in ~he 
same genus such as Garcinia xanthochymus Hook. f., a resistant 
and vigorous species. Budding also gives good results: the· 

buds should be green, soft,non-petlolate and 2.5-4 cm long. 
Cultivation 
On leaving the nursery the young plants are planted in holes 
previously filled with fertile humic soil. At first the plants 
must be shaded, for example with palm leaves. Great care 
should be taken that the last pair of young leaves do not 
wither, as this will result in a severe check or death. The 

spacing of the plants should be 10m each way. In order to make 
better use of the land, other crops can be plant~d betweAn 
the mangosteen, at least during the first 10 years. Arrow-root, 
ginger or pepper can be used for this punpose. The mangosteen 
benefits from the cultivation,and manuring of the intercalated 
crops. The species is apparently unable to make use of high 
concentrations of nutritive material, and soils with ~ high 
proportion of organic material are undoubtedly the best. 
It pays to keep up the proportion of organic matter, and 
spreading a thick mulch or manure under the trees is an 

excAllent practice. 
Pruning is limited to the removal of dead or dying branches, 

and to the suppression of long shoots or slender branches 

situated in the interior of the crown. 
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Harvest 

The mangosteen gAnerally flowprs only once a year; however, 

in ct:rtain clim'1tes it can flower twice, thereby giving two harvest 

u~, is the case in ~eYlon. The frui t must be collected while the 

pe l'i carp is sti 11 soft. As the frui t can be da.maged on falling 

from the tree, it is recom~endAd that they should be picked by 
hand Ilsing laddprs 8.nd a frui t-basket. 

~ 
The wood is hpBVY, black and durable; it's density is only 

is useful for cabinet slightly less than that of water. It 

work and con3truction, but its use is limited by its small size • 

.1L§!§ 

The fruit tempts the appetite and can be eaten in large 

quanti ties wi t:l'11lt harm. Puttine- it in conserves results 

in a loss of flavour, but by cooking with sugar an acceptable 

jam c an be made. Transport of the frui t over long di stance s 

is possible if they are picked when unripe. 

The fruit is recommended for bilious fevArs; they are also used 

as a purgative and as an antidysenteric. 

~nalysio of the white pulp reveals 1.2% levulose and 1% dextrose. 

One can make jelly from it. The rind of the fruit contains 

mangostp'7nstp.rlne, a phytosterine, as well as about 135r of 

t ~(nn i ns. 

FOOD VUJJE 

The edible part represents about 30% by weight of the fruit. 

Its composition is as follows: 

water 

protein 

fat 

mineral material 

carbohydrate 

The seeds contain 45% fat. 

84.9% 
0.5% 
0.1% 
0.2S 

14.3% 
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GREWIA ASIATICA L. 

FAMILY 
Tiliaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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paristia, Phalsa, palisa, Pharsa 

QRIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
It's origin is uncertain. Some authors consider it to be native 
to India, where it occurs throughout the country, except at high 
elevation; others consider South China or Vietnam as the centre 

of origin. 
Whichever may be the case, it behaves as a species of tropical 
Asia. It's introduction on a large scale to the arid regions 
of tropical Asia is feasible as quite high returns per hectare 
have already b~en recorded. 

ECOIPGY 
Grewia asiatica is primarily a plant of subtropical regions, 
but it will also tolerate other climates, except at high altitude. 
It is very resistant, and capable of existing under severe 
conditions. It will resist a certain amount of frost and 
tolerates drought and is therefore suitable for arid regions. 
Once established it needs little attention, and in many regions 
of India irrigation is considered superfluous. 
It tolerates almost any soil conditions. A rich alluvial soU 
is considered ideal, alth~h the results obtained from clay or 
sandy soil may be satisfact~y, and better than those obtained 

with other fruit bearing species. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Size -
A tree of 7-8 m high with a bushy habit; branches grey or 
reddish, young branches covered with stellate hairs. 
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~ 
Deciduous, ovate-acuminate, to suborbicular, frequently 
oblique, subcordate at the base and 6-nerved from the base. 

They are 11-13 em long (1.2-18 em in the variety" arb ore a" • 
In the variety It nan" the limb is subelliptic, wi th irregular 
teeth, and glandular. 

Stipules falcate, lanceolate, 7-8 mm long. 
Flower 
The flowers are coloured yellow, or red with yellow. 

Each peduncle is 3-flowered, 16-25 em long. Sometimes the 
peduncles are clustered in groups 10-11 em long. Receptacle 
3 mm long, hairy in the upper half. 
Sepals 5, oblong, 1-5 cm, almost glabrous inside, 3-5-nerved. 
Petals 5, 6-7 mm long, equalling the androecium, with a raised 

gland 2 mm long, glabrous, with reticulate nervation. 
Stamens numerous, grouped in bunches of 10-15i filaments 
glabrous, almost as long as the style. Style glabrous, 
terminated by 4-5 short glandular stigmatic lobes. 
Ovules arranged in 2 series with a false septum developing 
between them, superposed and ascending. 

Fruit 
A dark purple, globular, l-4-seeded drupe. Slightly lobed at 
the apex, 8-9 mm long and broad. The edible flesh is sugary 

and ac iduloua. 
CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

, 

As it is a perishable fruit, its culture is restricted to 
locations near to large towns or other places where it can be 
marketed quickly. 
It is usually propagated by seed, but grafting and cuttings can 

al so be used. 
Cuttings in open ground give poor results, but under closed 

conditions, with hnrmone treatment, they are good. 
The yo~g plants remain in thenursery one year and are planted 
out at a spacing of 3-4.5 m at the beginning of the wet season. 
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As they are often planted in infertile soil, a good amount 
of well rotted fanmyard manure should be placed around the 
planting hole. 

Harvest: it begins to bear fruit after only 2 years, but does 
not produce marketable fruit until the third year. They ripen 
in Mayor June, and the average crop is 5-8 kg/plant. 
Pruning is an essential part of their cultivation, and it is 
recommended 1.20 to 1.35 m above ground level, as long as there 
is no risk.of late frosts~ It should be done every ydar, as 
the new growth bears the fruit. 

WOOD -
In India the wood is sometimes used for construction. 
The bark is utilized for its fibre. 

11§!.§. 

pressed phalsB or phalsa syrup prepared from the juice is 
considered a delicacy in northern India, throughout the hot 
months of summer. Although it is very popular, it has not 
achieved great importance on account of its delicacy and 

perishability. Also it has to be harvested repeatedly 
during the fruiting season, which adds considerably to its 

cost. 
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IRVINGIA. GABONENSIS (AUBRY-IECOMTE) BULL. 

FAMILY 
Irvingiaceae 

YERNA::ULAIt NAMES 
Wild Manso,Duiker Nut; Boborous, Manguier Sauvage (fr.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
This species oc~urs from the Casamance region of Senegal to 

Zaire and in Angola and Uganda. It is often found in towns 

or at the edge of villages. 

ECOLOGY 
It is a species of dense, moist forests, in gallery forests 
and in semi-deciduous forests. It does not have any particular 

soil preference, except that it avoids swampy or marshy places. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Size -
It io a large tree reaching or even exceeding 40 m high. The 

crown is well developed,dense and much branched. 

Bole 
More or less cylindrical, rathpr short, only exceptionallY 
exceedjng 1 m diameter, sometimes more or less Sinuous, and with 

well developed butresses. 
Bark grey-green to grey-brown, rather thin, exfoliating in 

small elongate scales. 

Leaf 
Alternate, Simple, elliptic, glabrous, coriaceous and shining 

on both surfaces; acute stipules 1.5 cm long. 

Flower 
Arranged in axillary racemes; they are fragrant, small, 
greenish-yellow, pentamerous and hermaphrodite. They contain 

a bright yellow disk,below which are inserted the stamens. 

Fruit 
Greenish yellow drupe, resembling a small fibrous compressed 

mango, 5-6 cm long by 4 cm broad. 
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WOOD 

Th~ wood is dif'ff'!'entiated: the Eapwood is yellowish-llhi te 
and thp. ;lp artwood (:rp.E'nish-brown. It is hard, heavy a.nd 

durable. It haB a fine grain and takes a beautiful polish. 

Jt iG rAputedly r~sistant to terrnites. It can be used for 
bu iJ ding the ol.lpeT'Htruc.;ture of boa ta. 

~ 
The pulp of the fruit is sometimes eaten, although it 1s 

bitter and gives off a strong omell of turpentine. The oily 

sep.d i8 edible and consumed in numerous parts of West Africa. 
The fruitG ar~ of tAn left to ferment, which removes the smell 

which -Idhe re s t a the seed s. The kernel of the seed is crushed, 

grilled, and USAd to prepare a sort of batter: this ie the dika, 

odi ka or pain de dika, al so known as "chocola t du Gabbn". 

One can also extract an oil used in soap making and at some 
8.l1mcr:tary value. For cattle, the oil-cake has a food value 

equal to that of the oil-cake of coconut. 

SYNONYMS 
Mangifera gabonensis Aubry-Lecomte ex O'Rorke; Irvingia 

tenuifolia Hook. 1'; Irvingia bartAri Hook. f. 
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W 25 - Irvingia gabonensis (G. Kunkel) 

fruits ..!.. 
'3 

After/segdn/d'apr~8 KUNKEL, G. - 1965 
Trees o~ Liberia 
German Fbrestr,y Mission to Liberia - Report No.3. 



r.IT~HI CHINENSIS SONNe 

FA?~ILY 

Sap indaceae 

V~RNA~ULAR NAMRS 

Litchi, Litchee 

QRIGIN At'ID DIS'!'RIBUTION 
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The Litchi originated in south eastern China, and is considered 
one of the most popular fruit's in China. It has now reached many 

other countries: all oouth East Asia, Formosa, Japan, Hawaii, 

Australia, South Africa, the Antilles, Brazil and Florida. 

ECOLOGY 

The range of the Litchi is limited by its precise ecological 
tolerances. It r~Quires a moist tropical climate without frost~ 
without hot or d~y winds, and depp rich soil well provided with 
water. Carefully controlJed irrigation can compensate for low 
atmospheric humidity. It needs a period of cold, without frost, 
and for good flowering and fruiting it requires a considerable 
temperature fluctuation. Optimum rainfall, in those areas 
where it is native, is distributed throughout the year and 
~easures around 1500 mm. It can grow in n~erous types of 
soil, so long as they are well drained. The best soils are 

alluvial, rich in organic ~atter, and slightly acid. The 
Litchi will, howevp,r, tolerate a certain amount of Caco3 in the 

soil. 
BOTANI':·\1. CRARACTERISrrr ~S 

Size -
Evergr8en tree 10-12 m high, with a round dense crown, useful 

for orn~mental purposes. 

The bark is grey-brown and rugose. 

LAaf 
Pinnate with 2-4 pairs of elliptic or lanceolate, acuminate, 

glabrous leaflets 5-7 cm long, deep green on the upper surface 

and grey-green on the lower surface. 
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Flower 
Arranged in terminal (sometimes axillary) panicles about 30 em 
long. They are small and apetalous, unisexual, bisexual or 
lntermediate. Although flowers of two sexes may be borne on 

the same tree (monoecious), variations are seen, wher'e the male 
flowers appear first. Also in bisexual flowers the anthers 
may be indehiscent, so the flower is functionally female. 
Fruit 
Variable in number on each panicle,more or less ovoid, 
resembling strawberries in form and colour, 2.5-4 em long. 
The seed is surrounded by an edible aril (about 70% by weight 
of the frui t). 
CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
Propagation by seed, air layering and by cuttings. 
There are many varieties, so vegetative propagation is 
recommended. 
Seed rapidly loses its viability; when dried they keep tor 

only a week at the most, but if kept moist, then this period 
is raised 
The young 
are high. 
period. 

to 8 wef'ks. 
plants are very delicate, and losses after planting 
It is necessary to shade the plantlf'ts during this 

Seedlings begin to bear fruit after 8 - 12 years, whereas trees 
produced from layering or cuttings take only 3 - 6 ye~rs. Full 
production is achieved after aro 1nd 25 years. 
The species is very long-lived and some individuals have been 
known to reach 600 years. 
The usual spacing of the trees is 9 x 9 to 12 x 12 m. However, 
in, rich soils, well endowed with organic material this may be 

increased to 15 x 15 m, while in drier situations it can b~ 

reduced to 7.5 x 7.5 m. 
As tre growth of the Litchi is strongly dependent on mycorhizal 
act1vity, it is important to raise thp. young plants on ]and 
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which has already carried Litchi, so that they have the best 

chance of mycorhizal infection. It is most important to . ary 
irrigate during prolonged spells which may adversely effp.ct 
mycorhizal activity. 

Although the exact requirements of the species for manure are 

not known, he.avy doses of organic manure are advised, as good 

production seems to be intimaLely linked to this. 

The average production of adult trees is around 4000 - 5000 

fruits, or 100-150 kg. In China these figures reach 600 or even 

700 kg, or 30 tonnes per hectare. 

The fruit are eaten fresh or dried. Generally artificially 

dried fruit are prized less than those dried in the sun. 

Freezing the fruit to -25°C in polythene bags permits their 

conservation for more than 1 year. 

WOOD -
The wood is hard and brittle and has few uses. It ~akes 

mediocre firewood. 

~ 
The fruit is eaten fre~h or dried, and is today often tinned. 
It is an ornamental tree, utilized for decorative purposes in 

parks and gardens. 

FOOD VALUE 
Dried fruit: moisture 

protein 
sugar & starch 

lipid 

Calorific value per kilo of pulp 3234 

SYNONYM 
Nephelium litchi Camb. 
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N° 26 - L' h' . lC 1 chinensis 
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MADHUCA :stJTlRACEA. GM. or .AE:3ANPRA BUTYRACEA (R0XB.) BAEHNI 

FArnLY 

Sapotaceae 

VF.RNACUV\.R NAMRS 
Butter Trpe; Illip{ (fr.) Pholwaro (local name) 

ORIGIN ~~D DISTRIBUTION 
Kadhuca butyracea occurs naturally in the Hi.malayan foothills 

between 300 and 1500 m altitude, with its greatest fre~wncy 
in Kumaon and Gharwal. 

It occurs at higher elevations than Madhuca latifolia Macbr. 

It is now distributed throughout tropical Asia, especialJy India. 
BOTANI~AL CK~~C~RISTICS 

Size -
The species is a large deciduous tree with rapid growth (average 
1ncre~se in circumference per ypar 4-5~3 em). 
Bole 

The bark is dark grey. 
Leaf 

petiolate, obovate or obovate-oblong, coriacpous, silky or 

tornentose on the lower surface when young. 

Flower 

The calyx is composed of 4-5 sepals. 

The corolla consi st s of a carnpanula te tllbe surrpounteu by 

petaloid lobes, numbering 8-12 and slightly loq;~r thnn the 

tube. 
There are 30-45 stamens with glabr0us filaments equalling the 

lanceolaLe acuminatp anthers. 
The ovary is around 10-locular, surmounted by a linear f~tjle. 

Fruit 
A berry wi th a more or leGs fIe shy pericar1j, about the sizf' of an . 
a plum. Each fruIt contuin8 ~llipsoid S8Fd whl~h represents 

about 28% of the volume of the fr 1li t. The hi lum is long and 

rather broad. ~he vlry fleshy cotyledons fill thf' entj.re sr,ed, 

and the endosperm is reduced to a thin easily sppar&ted layer. 
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WOOD -
The wood is grouped wi th th!~ t of other species of the same genus 

under the corrmerc:ia1 name "Madhuca". A.ll h f.tV0 Ii very hard, 

heavy, durable timber 9nd are u~pd in constr~ction, for 
furniture and cabinet work. 

USRS -
The kernel of this spf'cies provides "PhulwDra Butter" , 

characterized by its whiteness and firmness. It gives a 

higher yield than any of the related species of Madhuca. 

Due to its high content of saponin, the oi1cake has been 

long utilized with shikakai (Acacia ~oncinna) for shampoo in 

southern India. The oilcake is scarcely ever used as a soil 

manure owing to its low content of nitrogen Bnd slow 

nitrification. The bark contains 17% tannin 8nd is utilize.d for 

tanning and dyeing. 

In local medicine, Rstringent, stimulant, pm~olient and 
nutritive prnpertles are attributed to this sprcies. The 

bark is also used in the treRt~ent of rheumatis~t ulc~rs, 

itching, haemorrhage, imflammation of the tonsils, leprocy 

and diabetes. The flowers a.re an aperient, aphrodlsiRc and 

expectorant. They may be beneficinl in some C:.'3.f,eS of hc,trt 

trouh1e, burns a.nd ~8r-f:ll.:he. 

FOOD VALUE 
The butter :ruduced by this species is of high ~uRlity. It 
is 46;[ olein qnd 54~ :!Jalmi tin. It if" whi ter u.nd firmfr th: ... rJ tt), t 

of s~ecies of Madhuca. It ~elts at 8 tpmper~ture nf 48-4g0C, 
and h8.S '3.n agrAeaule ~mfll ~L'1d flav()'.lI'. The keI'nel l.:oIltnirJc 

60-67r.' fat, df'pendent on proven:'lnc:e. 

The seed i s 23-~;: shell and 6F-771c keN;el. 

SY]JrNYMS 

Diplbknema butyracea; Bassia butyracea Roxb. 
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MANGIFERA INDICA L. 

FA~,~Ir.Y 

AnA.cardiaceae 

vr-~RNACULAR NAM"SS 

Mango, Manguier (fr.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
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Native in t~opical ~sia, probably in the area bounded by 

eastp.rn India and Vietnam, also in Sri LA.nka. It has b~en 

cultivated by man for 4000 years,.and is now found throughout 

the tropics,of the world, often semi-naturalized. 

ECOLOGY 

A species of tropical clima~es at low and medium altitudes. 

Continually wet clim~s of equatorial regions suit it less well 
and hinder good fruiting. The timing of the rainfall is as 

important as the quahtt~y. It does n~t tolerate frost. 

TemperatuI'es above 45 0 e accompanied by strong winds will 

damage the fruit. It needs a wind break. 

The root system is strong and deep, and it tolerates most 

sOJ.ls. However, it prefers depp alluvial soils; it dislikes 

soi 18 wi th a rocky sub-soil, compact clays and calcareous soils. 

BOTANICAL CHAR:\CTF.!{ISTICS 

§.lli'. 
A beaLltiflll ever'gre~~n tree of medium size attaining 2Q.25 m 

high. It has a broad dense crown. 

Bole 
The tr1.mk can re~ch 1 m diameter; the bark which is brown 

and smooth or only slightly fissured when young, becomes almost 

bla~~ and rugose with age. It exudes a resinous latex when 

damaged. 

Leaf 
They qre alternate, lanceo1ate to oblong, entire, coriaceous, 

dp~p green; they are reddish-brown when they first appear. 

The leaf measures 15-30 cm long by 4-8 em broad. 
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Flower 
In terminal panicles, pentamerous, small, greenish-yellow to 

pink. The androecium contains 5 st~mens, of which only 2 are 
fertile. The ovary is superior, with a short style, and 
contains a single ovule. 

Fruit 

An oblong to reniform drupe, dependent on variety, yellow 

flushed with red or green, 8-10 cm long, 6-7 cm bro~d. The 
stone is usually I-seeded, and its dimensions depend on the 

variety; it is more or less fibrous. Some fruits have a 
marked smell of turpentine; trees grown from seed often 
have this characteristic. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
The mango can be propagated by seed, which germinates about 

I month after planting. However, as this method of propagation 

cannot be relied on to maintain the parental characteristics, 

it is not recommended except for the production of stock. 
Various techniques of grafting have been practised with 

success, but inarching is the most frequently used. 
Whichever manod is used, the stock plants should be raised 
in a partly shaded nursery bed in pots or polythene bags, 

until 45-60 cm high and 12-15 mm diameter. 
The soil should be carefully cultivated and levelled; after 

deep preparation, the soil of the whole orchard area can be 
prepared, or just the planting holes •. 
Ac(,;ording to the conditions, the planting distance should 

be 12 m, or in drier pr less fertile regions 9-10 m. Under 

conditions of normal rainfall,- planting should be carried out 

at the beginning of the rainy period. If the dry season is 

poorly marked and abundant rainfall likely, planting is 
recommended some weeks before the rains arrive. 

The young plants must be shaded when plnnted au t. 

Graft8d trees can flower in the first year of planting, but 
removal of the flower is rpcommended for the first two y~arf" tc 
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encourage the development of the tree. At 4 years, the 
trees begin to bear 10-15 fruits, and it is not until 20-
40 years that maximum production (1000-3000 fruits) is reached. 

!Q.Ql2 
The wood is differentiated into cream or pale brown sapwood 
and pale yellow or brown heartwood, often dotted or streaked 
with darker areas. The growth rings are clearly marked. The 
heartwo'Jd is of average hardness and weight (D=O. 62) j 1 t is 
not dur8.ble. 

It is a poor Quality wood, polishing badly and suitable only 
for packing CBses or firewood. 
FOOD VALUE 

Green f'rui tRipe Frui t 
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llt.l\NILKARi\. ZAPaTA (L.) V. ROYEN 

F /\.r,~ I r ,Y 

sapotaceae 

VF'RNAGUIAR NA~~ES 

Sapodillaj Sapodillier (fr.); Nispero (sp.) 
QRIGIN AND D1STF'IBUT [ON 

Native of tropical America from Mexico to Cost~ Rica. It 
has now bF:P'n spread to most tropical countries. 

ECOLOGY 

A specie s of lowland rain fore Elt from eea level to about 900 m 

altitude, with an annual preci~itation of between 1250 and 

2500 mm. The best production is obtained from coastal regions. 
Fruiting is not adversely affected by heavy rainfall, but high 

temper8.tures (42-43 0 C) are harmful. When young it is frost 

sensitive, when older it is able to withstand slight frosts 
of short duration. 

The tree has an extensive root system and prefers well-drained 
soils: alluvi'3.1 or sRndy sediments, situated.,near the sea. It 

di81i~es clay Soils. 

BOTANIC/\L ~HARACTF.RISTICS 

~ 

The Sapodilla is a large evergreen forest tree (more than 30m, 

diameter u~ to 1.5 m)j well brancheQ. 
Under cultivation, depending on the location, it varies 

between 9 and 15 m and generally does not exceed 0.50 m 

diameter. 

It ?r'OdllCes a strong, dense crown. It has a characteristic 

branching system (sympodial) in which the young branches are 

arranged horizontBlly. 

~ 
The bole is cylindI'ical and long, p.specially in forest-grown 

individuals. The bark is dark brown, deeply fissured, forming 

small *'~ectangular pieces. When cut it exudes a sticky white 

latex (chicle), used in the manufacture of chewing gum. 
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Leaf 

Spirally arranged and clustered at the branch tips, si~ple, 

elliptic or oblong, apex obtuse to shortly acu~inate, coriaceous, 

shining, glabrous when ~ature. Secondary veins making a wide 

angle with the midrib. 
Flower 

Greenish, solitary, axillary, cyathiform or campanulate, with 

a brown, pubescent peduncJe; 6 sepals, 6 corolla lobes. They 

flower and fruit throughout the yeRr. 

Fruit 

Globular to ovoid berry with a rough brown skin, containing 1-12 

shining, brown or black seeds (frequently 5), surrounded by a 

brownish, sweet, juicy, scented flesh. 

The fruit is highly prized and considered one of the best in 

Central America. 

CULTURAL R~~UIREMENTS 

, 

Comme r i.,~ t:"\.l varie t ie s are cuI ti va ted by vege tat i ve means: air

layering and grafting. For air-layering one uses 2 year old 

branches, 45-60 cm long, 1 cm diameter and suitably leafy. 

The air-layered material is removed from the mother trAe after 

about 5 months (2 months to callose and 3 months for rooting). 

For grafting, seedlings are used as the stock, or seedlings 

of Mimusops or Madhuca (related genera in the same family). 

Saddle grafting and budding are practised. Deep cultivation 

followed by harrowing is recommended before planting. Planting 

a strong wind-break is also advised to protect against prevailing 

windR. 

In adequately irrigated situations the recommended spacing is 

9 m, or in drier positions 7.5 m. 
If necessary, the young plrunts should be staked. 

Interplanting with a crop of legumes is suggested for the 

first 6 years. 
Pruning to shape the young trees is practis~d for the first 5 
or 6 years. 
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WOOD 
It is homogeneous, deep red, very hard, dense, res1~tant 

and durable. It is suitable for heavy construction, furniture, 

joinery, tool handles, etc. 

~ 
Wild trees in their native area are tapped for chicle, but 

it is cultivated for its fruits and as an ornamental. The 

fruit is eaten raw, or made into jam, preferably when slightly 

overipe. They keep for about 6 weeks in a refrigerator at 
aroW1d OOC. 

SYNONYMS 

Achras zapota L.; Sapota achras Miller; Manilkara 

zapotilla (Jacq.) Gilly. 
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MORINGA OLlUFERA LAM 

FAMILY 
Moringaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Horse-Radish Tree, Ben Oil Tree; Acacia Blanc, Ben aile (~r.) 

Reseda, Paraiso Frances (sp.). 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native in India and Arabia, it has now been spread throughout 

the tropics and is naturalized and semi-wild in numerous 

countries. 

ECOLOGY 
It is a colonizing species o~ rece.nt alluvium and it is 
~ound in similar situations in its count~ies o~ adoption 

along water courses and by ponds. The species grows easily 

and rapidly almost everywhere. It is extraordinarily vigorous, 

even in dry climates on mediocre soils, tolerating temperaturef 

o~ 48°C in the shade. Rain~all 760-2250 mm. 
BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 
Moringa olei~era is a shrub or small tr~e to 12 m high, with 
rapid growth. It has an umbrella shaped open ~rown. 

~ 
The leaves are alternate, bi- or tripinnate, 20-70 cm long; 
the leaflets are opposite in 2-5 pairs; they are Ehort-st~lked 

elliptic, ovate or obovate, dark green on the u~per surface, 
glaucous and almost whitish on the lower surface. 

Flower 
They are arranged in pendulous axillary panicle s; they ar'e 
zygomorphic, a' out 2.5 cm diameter. white, fragrant, with 
10 stamens, 5 with anthers and 5 without; the unilocular 

ovary is superior. 

Fruit 
These are long, narrow septicidal capsules opening by 3 
valves. They can attain up to 45 cm in lengh. They contain 
a series o~ seeds which are remarkable on account of their 3 

winglike expansions. The seeds contain large fleshY oily 

cotyledons which can contain up to 42% of an edible oil 
which keeps well. 
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CULTURAL REGUIREMENTS 
They are propagated by cuttings and seeds, generally the latter. 
It sprouts well from stumps. It is usually planted in 

hedgerows. It is pruned to promote branching and to facilitate 
harvesting. 

!Qilll 
The w()od which is very soft, is practically useless for 

carpentry. It is however greatly appreciated as firewood 
in savanna regions. 

USES 
A non-desiccative oil (Oil of Ben) is obtained from this 

plant, which is very ~weet, turns rancid only very slowly, 

sets with difficulty, and is a purgative. It is used as a 

salad oil and for making soap. It also has numerous 

industrial uses, notably as a lubricant for clock mechanisms 

and for the extraction of essential oils in perfumery 

(jasmine, tuberose), but it's price is high. 
The crushed root is a rubefacient and the gum with water 

gives a pink and astringent jelly. The leaves and young 

shoots have a taste resembling that of watercress, and are 

eaten as spinach or in salads. The cylindrical pods are 

eaten when young, in the manner of green beans. In India the 

very young seeds are eaten as we eat green peas. 

The flowers and the bark are utilized in local medic~e 

the juice is taken as an appetizer and digestive. 

The foliage is utilized as cattle and camel fodder. 

It is also a useful melliferous species and also quite 

ornamental. 

FOOD V . .l.LUE 
The seeds are 30% husk. The kernel contains 6.18% water 

and 40% oils. 

The composition of the kernel is: 

water 
nitrogeneous matter 

fats 

4.90% 
34.12% 
41. 65% 
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The oil, carerully extracted from well preserved seeds 

1s slightly yellowish,' odourless and sweet. Its density 

is 0.912 at 150 C. 

The cake remaining after oil extraction has, according to 

M.P. Ammann, a certain value 

water 

nitrogenous matter 

rat 

sugar and starch 

crude ce llulose 

ash 

10.3% 

40.3% 

10.8% 

14.2% 

4.14~ 

3.6.0% 
It could be utilized as fodder or manure. 

SYNONYMS 

Moringa pterygosperma Gaertn.; Moringa moringa (L.) MiJlsp. 
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NEPHELIUM IAPPACEUM L. 

FAMILY 
Sapindaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Rambutan, Ramtumj Ramboutan, Litchi Chevelu (fr.); 
Ramustan (sp.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
The Rambutan is native in the Malay Archipelago where it is 
extremely popular and cultivated on a large scale, notably 
in Java, but also in Cochinchina and Cambodia. In many 
other C'ountries it is semi-wild and the object of cllltiv!:l.tion, 
so that its numerous varieties have now been spread to all 
the low lying regions of tropical ASia. 
It is cult1vated in the Central Basin of Zaire and in Lower 
Zaire, where it is highly appreciat~d. Many parts of tropical 
America are suitable for its introduction. 

ECOLOGY 
It does well only in deep soils in hot, wet tropical regions 
up to 600 m altitude. Apart from the depth, it is tolerant 
of other soil conditions. It does v~ry well on red lateritic 
soils. The best growth is found on rich~ deep, moist soils 

which are well-drained, and have a rainfall of 2500-3000 mm, 
well distributed throughout the ye~r. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Size -
Tree 12-25 m high. 
Bole 
Straight, clear 40-60cm diameter with a much branched crown 
of erect branches. The bark is dark greyish-brown. The 
br,nches bear numerous lenticels; the branchlets have a 

dense reddish pubescence, and become glabreecent and 

finelY wrinkled. 
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~ 
Alternate, petiolate, pinnate with 2-4 pairs of alternate or 
subopposite leaflets; leaflets ovate or elliptic, coriaceous; 
the rhachis is stout, rounded, reddish-brown,' strongly thickene 
at the base, pubescent at first, becoming glabrous; it measure 
7-30 cm long. 
Flowpr 
In fasciuulate or racemose inflorescences with a dense reddish 
pubescence; shortly pedunculate. The unisexual flowers are 
borne on different individuals (dioecious); they are 0.25-
0.40 cm diameter, slightly scented. 
The pedicels are slender, rounded, greenish-yellow, with a 
dense reddish pubescence. 
The calyx is cupular with 4-5 sepals fused at the base, 
yellowish-grAen, with a reddish tomentum on the outside. 
The corolla, is absent; th~re is a 4-6-angled, lemon-coloured, 
shining disk. 
,Stamens 5-8, placed within the disk. 
Fruit 
The fruit is ellipsoidal, up to 6 cm long and 3-4 cm broad. 
The pericarp is covered with numerous long soft hooked or 
recurved spines. The jericarp is 0.20-0.40 cm thick, and 
bright red at maturity. It contains a large seed, 2.5-3.5 
cm long and 1-1.5 cm broad. This is surrounded by a whitish 
fleshy, sweet, juicy, very appetizing aril about 0.4-0.8 cm 
thick, adhering to the thin teste. It'has an acidulous 
flavour r~calling that of a grape. 
CTJLTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
At the present time, trials are being undertaken to achieve 
uniformity of size, taste, thickness of the pulp, etc, with 
a view to future mechanization. The production of a sin~ 
tree can attain 250-300 kg. 
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Propagation is either by seed or by vegetative means (layer1ng, 
grafting or bUdding). 

Plants produced from seed grow slowly, 'and in addition the 
viability of the sAed is very short - only a few d,ys; they 
are also very heterogeneous. 

For plantations, the spacing required 1s 10 to 12m. The soil 
must be kept continually moist, with additional irrigation if 
the rainfall is insufficient. 
Numerous varieties are cultivated. 
USES 
The Rambut~n is a table fruit of exceptional quality. It 
can be eaten fresh, and the detached aril mixed with other 
fruits makes an excellent salad. The seeds are sometimes 
roasted. 

It is certainly one of the finest tropical fruits, more 
highly prized than the mangosteen by many Europeans. 
However, in certain years the fruit are so acid that even 
the monkeys won't eat them. 

As with the Litchi, the fruit is now being tinned commerciallY. 
FOOD VALUE 
Selection trials are directed at obtaining a very juicy, 
sugary fruit with a thick aril. The seed contains up to 
31% dry weight of fat. Analysis of the aril has given 7.8% 
saccharose, 2.25% dextrose; 1.25% of levulose (Popenoe) 
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PARINARI CURATELLIFOLIA PLANCH, EX BENTH. 

FAMILY 
Chrysobalanaceae 

VERNACULAR NAME 
Mupunda 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native of tropical Africa in an area bounded by Senegal to 

Sudan and Zaire to Uganda. 

ECOLOGY 
An evergreen sclerophyllous species, never truly gregarious, 

occuring in savanna and several tupes of woodland, especially 

along water courses. 

BOTANICAL CH.~CTERISTICS 
Size 

Varies according to the situation; a shrub or small tree 

from 7.5 to 9m high, occasionally attaining 20 m under very 

favourable conditions. 

Bole 

Usually short (about 3 m); diameter c. 0.50 m. 

The bark is greyish-black, lentic~llate, rugos~ and deeply 

fissured in older specimens. 

The globular crown is densely branched. 

Leaf 
Simple, entire, oblong-elliptic, obtuse with a rounded or 

slightly atten uate base, coriaceous, shining on the upper 

surface, lower surface covered with a greyish or reddish 

tomentum. 

Flower 
The inflorescence is a terminal panicle bearing many whi te 

flowers, borne on long pedicels which are thickened toward 

the top and tomentose. 

Fruit 
The fruit is considered to be one of the best wild fruits of 

tropical Africa. It is a reddish-brown ovoid drupe, 3-4 em 

long, with a fibrous skin bearing greyish lenticels, with a 
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hard kernel and tasty, reddish mesocarp. 

The seeds contain a drying oil which may be used for making 

varnish or paint. 

~ 
The wood, sometimes pale brown, sometimes pale red or pink, 
is resistant, dense, hard, of uniform texture, and difficult to 
work when dry. It is used for traditional construction as 
round timber, and especially for firewood. 

USES -
The fruit is considered to be one of the bAst among those 
found wild in tropical Africa. As mentioned above, the seeds 

provide an oil used in paint and varnish. 
Parinari curatel1ifolia is also employed medicinally in 
an infusion, against fever; by application, for fractures. 

Vermoesen says they are used as a bait to trap animals such 

as antelcpe. 

FOOD VApJE 

The percentage of oil in the kernel is 37,5%, and in the 

whole seed 17.7% 
Characteristics of the oil: 

refractive index 

saponification value 

iodine value 
matfJ'ia1 

nonsaponifiab1e ~ro) 

Composition of oil-cake: 
water 
protein 
sugar and starch 

raw cellulose 
mineral matter 

1.4768 (45 0
) 

161. 8 

213 
4.2 

5.1% . 
11. 0'/0 
51.5% 
31.2% 

0.9% 
It appears that the value of the all cake as a food for cattle 
is reduced due to the high content of cellulose. However 

it could be used as manure. 
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SYNONYM 
Parinarium curatellifolium Pland. 
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PASSIFLQRA EDULIS SIMS. 

FAMILY 

Passifloraceae 

VERNACTJLAR NAMES 
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Purple Grenadilla, Purple Passion-Fruit; Grenadille (fr.); 

Granadilla (sp.) 

ORIGIN, AND DISTRIBUTION 

Its origjn is uncertain but it is probablymtive in lowland 

tropical Brazil. The area of its cultivation now extends to 

Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, South Africa, Kenya, 

Australia, Fiji Islands, Hawaii, Sri Lanka, Formosa, Japan, 

New Guinea. Small scale production goes on in Ivory Coast, 

Cameroun, the Antilles and Reunion, and r8cent trials have 

been started in southern Italy and Corsica. 

ECOLOGY 

It occurs in a wide variety of soils and climat~. However 

it prefers a moderate climate, without extremes of temperature, 

with an alternation of wet and dry seasons. It needs maximum 

exposure of light in order to flower well. 

It withstands cold quite well. 

Heavy, badly drained soil should be avoided. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 
It is a vigorous liana, glabrous and becoming woody at the 

base. The stem reaches 20-50, or even 80 m long, and bears 

tendrilS longer than the leaves (20-40 cm) 

Leaf 

They are alternate, deeply 3-lobed, 5-10(-18) cm long, 7-12 
em broad, acute or acuminate, rarely obtuse, dentate, sub

coriaceous. The young leaves are sometimes entire. 

The leaf base is rounded; the upper surface is shining 

dark green, and the lower paler and dull. 

They are stipulate: stipules acute, 5-15 mm leng. 

The petiole is 2-5 cm long, and bears a pair of glands 

between the middle and the junction with the l~mina. 
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Flower 

Solitary, fragrant, 5-8 cm long. 
The calyx tube is campanu1ate, with oblong lobes 2-3 cm long 
and 1 cm broad, yellowish green outside, white inside. 

The petals are oblong or lin~ob1ong, 2-3 em long, 5-7 mm 
broed, obtuse, white, often tinted with violet. 
The corona has 4-5 rows of filaments, the 2 exterior filiform, 
1.5-2.5 cm long, white in the upper part and violet at the 
base; the 3 interior rows are composed of white tubereu1es 

2\"'2.5 mm broad. 
peduncle 5-7 cm long. 

Fruit 
The yellow varip.ty has a globular berry, and the violet variety 

an ovoid berry. Both measure around 5-8 em long, 4.5-7 cm broad, 
rounded at the base, roundpd to abruptly acuminate at the apex. 

Dependant on variety, the epicarp is yellow or violet, glabrous, 
smooth, shining. The mesocarp is green. The endocarp is 
white and within is a small cavity containing numerous small 

reticulate seeds (100 seeds = 1.8-2.0 g.) in a juicy yellow 
ari1. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
passif10ra edu1is is the most often cultivated member of the 
genu~. It is now the object of commerica1 horticulture in 
regions far removed from its native land, notably in Australia. 
The yellow variety, although inferior in quality to the 
purple one, is cu1tivatedmore, due to its great productivity. 

Fruit bearlng begin~ 18-24 months after planting (somptimes 
earlier). The average weight of the fruit varies betwepn 

65 and 90 grams, and production per hectare varies from 12-
15 tonnes, but can reach 30 tonnes or more. 
The weight of the seeds, ari1 and juice represents 40-50% of 

the weight of the fruit. 
The fo11owinJ spacing is recommended: along the row 4-6 m; 
between the rows 2.~-4m. If the spacing is greater, then an 



inter-row crop of truit or vegetables (such as papaya, straw
berry, tomato, aubergine) would be feasible. 
Vertical training gives the best resu~ts, and mulching is 
recommended at the base of the plant. 
Propagation is by 3 me~~ods. 

1) Por many years seed was the only method ot 
propagat1on, but this has now been given up tor large 
scale plantation due to the heterogeneity of production 
and quality. 

2) By cuttings, which is very simple and so long as the 
m~terial is carefully chosen, can considerably imppoT. the onset 
of fruiting. Stem cuttings ot well lignified wood and 15-20 cm 
long are planted out when they have produced shoots about 20 cm 
long. Sometimes the cuttings are planted out directly. 

3) Grafting is utilized in Australia, South Africa and 
., 

Reunion for the purple variety. It gives the better quality 
of this variety on the more productive stock of the yellow 
variety. 
Apart from commer.ial utilization, small scale cultivation 
should be promoted in gardens and tarms. 

!.Q.Q!2 
As a vine that becomes woody at the base, it can be used as 

firewood. 

llJU 
The aril, which is scented and slightly acid, is generally 
eaten raw, but the main use is for the drink industry for which 

the ~u1ce is often mixed with others. 
The pulp is also utilized for fruit salads, ices and sorbets. 

World production 1s 150,000 tonnes. 
Passiflora edulis is also a useful decorative plant on account 

ot the large floweree 
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SYNONYMS 
Passifloradiaden VeIl.; Passiflora middletoniana Paxton; 
passiflora pallidiflora Bert., ; Passiflora rigidu~a Jacq.; 
PasBiflora rubrics u11s Jacq.; Passiflora vern1cosa Barb. 
Rodr.; Passiflora verrucifera Lindl. 
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No. 33 Passiflora edulis Sims. 



PERSEA AMERICANA "MILL. 

FAMILY 
Lauraceae 
VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Avocado; Alligator Pear; Avocatier; Aguacate. 
ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
The Avocade is native in tropical America, especially in 
Central America and south eastern Mexico. It is now planted 
throughout the tropics and subtropics, and in places with a 
Mediterranean climate (Mediterranean basin, Florida, California, 
South Africa, Australia). It has become natutalized and semd
wild in many places. 
ECOLOGY 
It's ecological requirements vary greatly according to 
variety and ecological race. The Mexican varieties are 
tolerant of cold, while the Antillean varieties are not and 
reQ~ a humid tropical climate. Its requirements are 
generally less tropical than those of the mango. It responds 
well to manuring and is rather particular in this respect. 
It needs a humid atmosphere and abundant rain (min~mum 1500 mm). 
It accommodates well to most soils, provided they are not 
saline and have gooq drainage. 
However the best reaults are obtained on deep well-drained 
a~luvium; if the rainfall is insufficient then irrigation 
must be provided. 
It is a heliophile demanding full light. 
BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Size 
The size varies according to whether they are wild stock or 
grafted material. In the former case they may reach 20 m, 
while the latter have a maximum of 8-10 m and 60 m diameter. 
Bole 
St~aight and relatively short, surmounted by a strong dense 
crown. Old specimens often have drooping branches. 
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The bark is brown or grey, ~ore or less rugose and deeply 

fissured; the inner baEk is orange-brown, with a Slight 

spicy scent. 

The branches are green, angular and sJightly pubescent. 

l&.!f 
Evergreeq alternate, exstipulate, coriacious,petiolate, 

elliptic to oblong-ovate or ovate, entire, slightly pube scerlt 

along the veins, glaucous below, with numerous transparent 

gland dots. 

Flower 

Hermaphrodite, in axillary or terminal panicles, 

small, in 2 whorls of 3, greenish-cream in colour, tomentose; 

very fragr'ant. 

Fruit 

Large berry usually with the form of a pear, but in some 

varieties they are ovoid or subspherical; the skin is smooth 

or rather scaly, from dark green to violet. 

The flesh is firm, greasy and melting, ~hitiRh to greenish. 

The seed is variable in size and form, most frequently ovoid

acute. It's weight accounts for perhaps half the weight of 

the fruit. (In some trees grown from seed, the seed itself 

occupies nearly all the fruit). 

CULTURAL RECUIREMENTS 
Propagation is by seed, grafting am cuttings; hOWFVf'r, the 

l~st teuhnique is rarely used. 
Propagation by seed givps a very heterogeneous popu19tio~, so 

most of the avocado orchards are now est~blished by graftJng. 

As it is difficult to keep the seeds, they are_sown in the 

n~rsery bed -as soon as pOSSible, elther in open ground 

(spaced 60 em between the rows and 3Q-45 cm between plants 

in the row) or in polythene bags 10 cm diameter ~nd 35 em high. 

The seeds are pI ac..: ed, wi th the pointed end uppe romost ju st 

be loW the surface (1.5 cm below the surface is su ff'ic i ent ). 
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Shade is required, and frequent small waterings. When the 

seedling has reached the thlcknes~ of a pencil or about 2 

munths after germination, grafting can commence. The graf'ting 

material is chosen from the best cu1tivars. One uses terminal 

shoots lQ-12 cm long, at the moment when, after a dormant 

period, the buds begin to swell. Clef't g~afting is the 

method usp-d. The binding must be flexible (fine rubber or 

polythene f'11m). 

The graf'ted plants are moved out of the nursery bed af'ter 9-
30 months (duration dependent on the climatic conditions). 

Dependent 0n the vigour of' the cu1tlvar, the pla~ng distance 

varies betwe~n 6 and 12 m. each way. Often the spacing u~ed 

is 10.50 m between the rows, and 5.25 m between individuals 

with 1 in 2 individuals being removed later as necessary. 

If' the plants have not bc"n grown in polythene bags, they 

should be moved with a root ball on each to avoid cheQking. 

Seedling avocados start producing fruit after 5-6 years, 

those produced by veg~tative means af'ter 3-4 years, Fruit 

production tends to alternate: one good year f'ollowed by a 

poor y~ar. 

&s the wood is fragile, the plantation should be protected 

by a wind-break. 

Pruning is restricted to that necessary to shape the tree, 

for example topping strong growing plants to promote lateral 

branches, which facilitates harvesting of the fruit. Later 

on, the only pruning needed is the removal of' dead wood. 

WOOD 

The wood is dif'f'erentiated into whitish sapwood and bright 

brown heartwood. It is moderately soft and dense (0.6); 
it is f'ragile, not durable and very sensitive to termite 

attack. It is rarely used~ except for firewood, and that of 

very mediocre quality. 

USES -
The fruit is eaten as a fresh vegetable or in salads, either 

salted and spiced or with vinegar. They are rich in fats, 

and the oil extracted is of a Similar quality to olive oil, 
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and is used in the cosmetic industry. The seed contains a 

reddish brown colouring substance used for dyeing textiles. 

It is also a melliferous tree of Some repute. 
FOOD VALUE 

They have a high food value: around 215 calories per 100 gmt 

The chemical c9mposition is as follows: 
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PHYSALIS RERtNIANA L. 

FAMILY 
Solanaceae 
VERNACULAR NAME 
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Cape Gooseberry, Ground Cherry; Coqueret du Perou, Groseillier 
du Ca~ (fr.); Amer en Bolsa, Tomate Sylvestre (sp.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
The Cape Gooseberry is 'native in the Andine regions of Peru, 
Venezuela, Colombia and Chile between 800 and 3000 m altitude. 
It does well in the Mediterranean zone and especially in 
Central France where it is now cultivated. 
It has acclimatized well to many tropical countries where it 

is now semi-wild. 
ECOLOGY 
It is a tolerant species and although originating from the 
warmer regions of the earth, it does well in a Mediterranean 
climate. It accommodates well to any soil type. 

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Size 
An erect herbaceous plant with spreadtn~ branches, 0.30-1.20 
m high. It is often densely hairy. It is perennial by means 
of its creeping rootstock. 
Leaf 
Alternate, Simple, petiolate; the limb is broadly ovate, 
5-12 em long and almost as broad, apex acute, base cordate 
or truncate; margin tooth~d or more frequently entire; 
pube scent. 

Flower 
Hermaphrodite, solitary, axillary, with a peduncle 1-2 cm long; 
the calyx is campanulate, about 7 mm long, with 5 acuminate 
lobes equally the tube; it is accrescent. The corolla is 
campanulate, about 1.2 cm long and 1.5 cm across, yellowish 
with deep bluish-purple spots at the base. The anthers are 

pUD.pli sh-red. 
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Fruit 

The frui t is a glob'J.lar berry enclosed in a membraneous 
bag,_'about 4 cm long formedby the accre scen t calyx. The 

berry mear,ures 1-2.5 cm long and 1-3 em broad; it has a 
thin, glabrous, smooth, greenish-yellow to amber-yellow 
skin, and contains numerous small whitish seeds in a soft, 
juicy, translucent pulp. 
When completely ripe it gives off' an agreeable scent, and is 
about the siz~ and shape of a cherry. 
CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

Cultivation of this species is simple. Propagation is 
generally by seed, although cuttings take very easily. 
The seed is collected from robust plants with large fruit 
And is sown broadcast. It takes 10-15 days to germinate. 
't'he seed is p:J,anted at the beginning of the dry season, 

nd covered with a thin layer of earth. When they have 
~veloped 2 or 3 leaves, they are transplanted to 10 cm apart, 

R d when 15 em high they are put in their final spacing of 80 
c each way. Weak plants should be sUpported. Although 
perenniRI the plant is oultivated as an annual; this gives 
higher production. At the beginning of the wet season the 
plants are cut down to ground level, as the rains cause the 
fruit to rot. A sustained and abundant crop is ensured by 
hoeing, weeding and frequent watering, if necessary. 

~ 
The fruit has an agreeable smell and an aromatic, sugary 

and slightly acid taste; it is eaten raw, but is especially 
used for making tarts and for jam-making. The skin is often 
bitter and sh6~ld be removed before utilization. 
SYNONYMS 
Alkekeng1 pubescens Moench.; Physalis ba~badensis Jacq.; 

Physalis edulis Sims.; Physalis esculenta S8l1Gb.; 
Physalis lutifo11a Lam.; Physalis pubescens R. Br.; 
Physalis tomatoea Medic. 
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PSIDIUM GUAJAVA L. 

FAMILY 
Myrtaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Common Guava; Goyavier (fr.); Guayaba (sp.) 
ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native of tropical America, where it is distributed from 
north western Mexico (Sonora) through Central America to 
South America as far as Peru and eastern Brazil. It is 
cultivated in the Antilles, where it is also semi-wild, and 
,it has been spread throughout the Old World tropicas from seQ 
level to about 1500 m. altitude. It is an invasive species. 
ECOLOGY 
The Guava adapts well to most hot climates with a rainfall 
not exceeding 2000 mm. It is quite tolerant of drought and 
high temperature (up to 45°C) so has poSSibilities fqr 
cultivation in arid regions. It is h9wever very sensitive to 
frost. 
It is not over-particular about soil conditions, and doeE well 
on shallow soils so long as they have good drRin~ee. Howevpr, 
the best results are obtaLned on a deep, rich alluvium. 
It responds well to both inorganic and organic m~nure. It is 
a tough, long-lived plant. 
BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 
A shrub or small tree to 10 m high. 

Bole -
When present, short and tWisted, up to 30(-60) cm dinmetFr. 
Leaf 
5-10 cm long, 2.5-5 cm broad, oPPosite, entire, without 
stipules. The limb is eJliptic or ovate-lanceolate, coriaceous, 
borne on a short petiole. It is covered with translucent dots. 
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The yellowish lower surface is coverpd with fine hairs. The 

secondury veins are p~rallel and prominent. The l~aves are 
strongly aromatic when crushe.d. The young branches are 
tetragonous. 

Flower 
The flowers are axillary, solitary or in 2's or 3's, white, 

scented. They have 4 or 5 petals and numerous stamens 1.5-

2 cm long. They flowF'r ~nd frui t throughout the year in some 

Frui t 

A large berry sllrmounted by the persi sent calyx. The form 
differ!, according to the variety and may be round, ovoid 

or pyriform, 3-10 cm long, usually yellow, fragrant when 

ripe. 

The pinkish or yellowish flesh contains numerous small, hard, 

rp,niform seeds. It is sugary, aromatic, with, for some people, 

the smell and taste of strawberries. 

CiJLTl~AL PF\ UIREM;'~NTS 

GerJerally propagated by sE"ed, sometimes by cuttings in closed 

condi tions, or by layer ing the root s. Seed kept under favourable 

conditions, i.e. buried in charcoal and placed in hermetically 
G""~lcd cont'lincro in a cool pl::tce, keep their viabili ty for up 

to a year. After germinat~ng in boxes the seedlings are 

transplanted whp,n 5-7 cm high, either into beds at 20 cm 
spacing or in polythene bags. One year after sowing they 

meaflure 30-45 em high. They are then ready for planting out 

at their final spaclng. 
As tJ'F:es produced fror.J seed do not repnpduce the characteristics 

of the parent, it is also advisaole to use vegetative 

pro:)agation, either grafting or air-layering. 

The final spacing depends on the prevailing ecological 

conditions, the. variety and the soil conditions. In poor soil 

4.5-6 m each way is sufficient; in rich soils 6-7.5 m will be 
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advisable. In the case of grafted plants it is advisable to 

remove all shoots which appear on the stock, which can happen 

during the first 5 years of growth. If possible, the soil 

beneath the tree should be weeded and manured. 

Until the tree canopy is established, inter-row crops such as 
beans or marrows can be grown. 

Pruning is aimed at producing 3 or 4 main branches. In trees 
grown by vegptative means, fruiting begins in quantity after 

3 years, at which time they should be pinched out to prevent 

too many developing. From flowering to ripening of the fruit 

takes 5 months. An adult tree can produce 20~ 90 kg of fruit. 

WOOD -
The wnod is differentiated into brown sapwood and reddish

brown heartwood. The latter is hard, heavy and I'esistant 

(density 0.80). It is useful for the handles of agricultural 

implements and other tools. It carves well. Apart from these 

useG it is utilized onJy for firewood, and perhaps for charcoal. 

1l.§!.§ 

principally cultivated for its fruit, Which is often eaten 

fresh; it can also be used for making jam. Commercially the 

juice is extracted, or the fruit is pulped. The leaves and 

bark are used in popular mediCine against dysentery. 

FOOD V~·-\.LUE 

The guava is very rich in vitamin C: its content of this is 

much higher than that of Citrus. 

The nutritive value is from 38-66 cals/lOOg. 

The chemical composition is as follows: 

water 76.0-85.0% 
protein 

fat 

ash 

cellulose 
sugar & starch 

0.1-1. 5% 
0.2% 

0.6-0.8% 
4.8-6.9% 
8.0-14.5% 
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PUNICA GRANATUM L. 

FAMILY 
Punicaceae (clouely related to Wyrtaceae) 

VERNA~ULAR NAMRS 
pomegranate; Grenadier (fr.); Granada (ap.) 
ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 

Native of Southern Asia, particularly Iran and Atghanistan. 
It has been cultivated for many years in the countries of the 

Mediterranean basin. Now, it is cultivated in most of the 

warmer regions of the world, especially in the subtropics. 

ECOLOGY 
It is a species of hot continental climates characterized by 
hot dry summers and fairly pronounced winters. It is very 
tolerant of climatic cona1tions, and can be cultivated from 

sea level to 1800 m. The best fruit is obtained where the 

summers are hot ~nd dry. On the other hand it can also be 

cultiv~ted successfully where there is no dry season at all. 

Und~r the latter condition, the species is evergreen, but 

where there is a pronounced winter, it is deciduous. It is 

drought tolerant. 
Most soils suit the promegranate, even those which will not 

support other fruit-be.ring species. It tolerates a certain 

amount of alkalinity, and according to some it is quite tolerant 
of salts. 
BOTA~n~~L CHARACTERISTICS 

Size -
A shrub or small tree, under favourable conditions attaining 

6 r'l high. 

Bole 
Trunk generally absent or very short; most often multi-stemmed; 

stems rarely exceeding 10 cm diameter. Branches slender and 

sometimes spinous. 
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~ 
Usually deciduous but under certain conditions (see above) 
evergreen. They are opposite, entire, elliptic or oblong, 
relatively small, shortly petiolate; the limb is thick, 
coriaceous, shining; the veins are more or less reddish. 
Flower 
Solitary or grouped in an inflorescence of up to 5 flowers, 

campanulate in form, and generally red-scarlet. The calyx 
is of 5-7 red, yellow or white, obovat~ sepals. 
The stamens are very numerous. 

The ovary contains 3-7 radiating loculi, each with numerous 
ovules. 
Fruit 
The fruit is a berry about the size of a large apple, with a 
thick and coriaceous skin, and crowned with the persistent 

calyx. The more or les6 angular seeds are surrounded by a 
reddish juicy coating, with a sWAet-acid taste, Which is used 
to make refreshing drinks. 
CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
The pomegranate can be propagated by s~ed, but this method 
gives fruit of variable form and quality. Propagation by 
cuttings is preferable, and easy, the only condition being 
that the wood used should be at least 6 months old and not 
more than 2 years old. The cuttings, which should have the 
leaves removed, are planted in the shade, and they aI'e reAdy 
for transplanting after 9 months. Howev~r it is co~~on practice 

to leave them for one or two years. Depending on the terrain 
the spacing should be 3-6 m, and frequent irrigation is 
recommended. Young plants begin to bear 10-20 fruits 4-5 years 
after planting out, and full production is not reached until 
the tenth year, and this continues 25-30 years. Inter-row 
cultivation with vegetables is recommended up to the tenth 

year, or until they ar'e in full producti on. 
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The plants have the tendency to produce numerous suckers, which 

should be removed as they appear. They are unproductive, 

especially when they result in single stemmed trees. 

YiQQl2 
The wood has no use apart from firewood. 

~ 
Cert~in v3rieties are used to 
The bark and the skin of th~ 

for dysentery and diarrhoea. 

used for dyeing cloth. 

FOOD VALUE 

65 cals/IOO g. 
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SOLANUM QUITOENSE LAM. 

FAMILY 
Solanaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Naranjilla; Naranjille t Orange de Quito (fr.) 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native on the Amazonian slopes of the Andes, between 1500 and 

1800 m altitude, in Colombia and especially Ecuador. Since the 

end of the second world war, it has been introduced to many 
tropi~&l and subtropic~l regions. 

ECOLOGY 
In the tropics it grows between 600 and 2300 m altitude, with 

a rainfall of 1500-3800 mm per year, with low levels of sunshine. 

It 1s tolerant of soil conditions provided the drainage is good. 
New land should be used for each plantation, probRbly due to 

nemstrode infestations. 

BOTANICAL CHARAC~RISTICS 
Size -
An erect, semi-herbaceous pl~nt 1-2.5 m high, with a few stout 
stems with grey bark. 

Leaf 
Leavl-'"s alternate; the uppermost simple, ovate or elliptic, 
with a str0ng terete petiole 5-10(-15) cm long. The lowp,r 
leaves are up to 45 cm long and 35 cm broad, acute or a~u~inate, 
with an undulate margin with 11-14 lobes, green in colour. 
The midrlo and secondary veins, which are slightly prominent 

on both surfaces, are violet above ~nd whitish or violet oelow 

when young. 

Flower 
The infl ore scence is a short axi llary cyme of 4-5 flowers, on 
a peduncle 6 Mm long. The flowers are hernaphrodi te, whi te or 

lilac, on a pedicel 1-1.5 cm long; calyx c8rnpanulate, 1.4-1.6 
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cm broad, with ovate-Ianceolate, acute lobes; corolla 

about 2 cm across, with oblong or linear, subobtuse segments, 

6 mm bl'oadj ther'e are 5 large yellow stamens. 

Fruit 

Globular berry 3-5 cm long, 4-6 cm diameter, bright orange 

to golden yellow at maturity, scented, covered ~ith short 

downy, easily removed hairs; epicarp thick and leathF.ry; 

it contains numerous small seeds embedded in a translucent, 

very juicy greenish pulp. 

CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 

propagation is by seed or cuttings, with the fir~t being 

the preferred method. As the plant is sensitive to nematode 

attack, grafting can also be used. Solanum macrantherurn Dun. , 

s. torvum Sw. and S. verbasclfolium L. are used as stock 

plant s. 

The plantin~ distance should be 2-2.5 m each way. 

The pl~nt begins to fruit when 6-12 months old and continues 

for 2-3 years or longer with careful phytosanit~ry control. 

Given the speed of growth of the naranjilla and its importance 

as a crop, it is advisable to add fertilizer to the soil 

frequently, preferably once a month; irrigation is requ.lred 

in dry periods • 

Fruit production continuee all year. 

The frilit weighs 40-70 g, and under favourable conditions 

returns can be betw~en 1500 and 3000 kg per hectare. By 

intensive cultivation theBe figures can be still furthrr 

increased. 

USES -
The greenish aromatic juice extracted fr,om the pulp has an 

acid-sweet taste, and is made into a refreshing drink which 

is very popular in the Andes. In Ecuador the fr~Ghly pressed 

juice is made into sorbets, or fruit cocktails. In Guatemala 
the frF.sh jui~e is converted lnto frozen concentrate which 
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can be tinned and kept indefinitely. The fruits are also 
us~d to give an aroma to ice cream, jam, jelly, cakes, etc. 
SYNONYMS 

Solanum angulatum Ruiz & Pavon; Solanum macroca~on.PaT,.; 
Solanum quitense H.B.K. 
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S.PONDIAS HOMBIN 1. 

FAMILY 
Anacardiaceae 

VERNACULAR NAMES 
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Hog Plum, Yellow Mombin; Mombin Jaune, Prunier Mombin (fr.) 
Jobo, Jobo Gusanero (sp.) 

QRIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native of Central and South America, extending from Guyana 
to Matto Grooso in central Brazil. It is semi-wild in central 
Africa. 

ECOLOGY 

It occurs in a gr'eat variety of humid-tropical climates, often 
in secondary vegetation derived from evergreen lowland forest 
or semi-deciduous forest. It does well in a great variety of 

soils, euch as shallow sandy soils, gravel, or heavy clays, 
but best results are obtained in rich, mOist, relatively heavy 

soil. 
BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Size 
Tree from 8-20 m high or more, with a thick light brown or 

grey corky bark and exuding a clear sticky resin when cut. 

~ 
Often thick and sometimes as much as 90 cm diameter at tre 

base. 

~ 
Alternate, impsripinnate, up to 50 cm long; the 5-15 
le8.flets aJ'A opposite or subopposi te, wi th a petiolule about 

5 mm long, 'oblong-lanceolate, asymetrical (except tee terminal 
one), 4-13 cm long, 2.5- 5 cm broad, obtusely cuspidate to 
acuminate at the apex; unequal-sided and obtuse at the base, 

entire, glabrous; midrib and secondary veins prominent biow. 

Flo-vver 
In pyramidal terminal panicles 20-40 cm long, with short 
hairs on the pedicels, bracts and bracteolesj the flowers 
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are unisexual on different trees (dioec10us), small, 

yellowish-white, scented; calyx of 5 broadly triangular 
a cute lobes, about 1 mm long, glabrous; petals 5, valvate, 

2.5-3 mm long, elliptic,apex subacute, glabrous; 8-10 stamens; 
male flowers with well developed stamens and reduced ovary; 

female with reduced stamens and swollen ovary. 
Fruit 

Ovoid or obovoid drupe 2.5-4 cm long, 2-2.5 cm broad; 

epicarp thin, yellow or yellowish-orange, glabrous; mesocarp 

fleshy, juicy; endocarp ovoid, woody, wrinkled, 2-2.5 cm 
long, very thick. 

CULTURAL REQUIRF,MENTS 

Propagation is by means of seed or cuttings. The seed needs 

35-75 days for germination. P.J. Wester recommends ripened 
cuttings 50-70 cm long (wood from the previous season or 
older), placed in the soil to a depth of 30 cm at their final 

spa~ing. The planting distance should be 7.5-9 m eqch way. 
In many countries the fruits are attacked by insect larvae, 

so some precautionary spraying is recommended. 

~ 
The Bap~ood is whitish or cream. The fresh heartwood is the 

same colour, but turns golden brown on drying. It is particularly 

sensitive to insect attack, especially termites, and to fungal 

rot, so cannot be UGAd for permanent work unless protected, 
and previoQsly treated against the destructive agencies. 

Though without any notable qualities, it can be used for 

interior joinery. As it is soft, porous and light, it lends 

it Ge If 'Ive 11 for ven~er, and is turned into plywood, fibre 
board or chipborad. It is also utilized for making boxes and 

matches. Its hardness, density and light colour make it 

useful for wood pulp. The resulting paper has good resistance 

to tension and tearing, but a poor reaction to folding. 
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USES 
The taste of the fruit pulp varies from slightly astringent and 
more or less acidulous to acid-sw~et. It is especially used for 
syrups, drinks and jellies. The fruit can al~o be eaten fresh, 

or boiled or dried. 
Some varieties are rather sour, and others have very little 
flesh: these are used for pig or cattle food. The best ones 
have a pleasant taste, and are about the size of a large 

olive. It is also a useful melliferous tree. 

SYNONYMS 
Mauria juglandifolia Benth. ex Engl.; Spondias aurantiaca 

Schum. & Thonn.; Spondias brasiliensis Mart. ix Engl. ; 
Spondias lucida Salisb.; Spondias lutea L.; Spondias 
myrobalanus L.; Spondias pseudomyrobalanus Tues. 
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SYZYGIUM: CUMINII SICEiLS (keS! 2'" .1 (L.) .... ) 

FAMILY 
Myrtaceae 
VERNACULAR NAMES 
Black Plum, Java Plum, Jambolan; Duhat (sP.) 
ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native o£ India, Burma, Vietnam, Malay Archipelago and 
Australia. 
It grows in tropical regions and in the hottest parts of the 
subtropical There are numerous varieties in the Far East. 
The fruits of the tree have now been distributed to many 
tropical gardens especially 1n Vietnam. 
The best forms are frequently cultivated in Java, below 300 
m altitude. Large specimens grow in southern Florida. Trials 
have also been undertaken in the Mediterranean regior. notably 
Algeria. 
ECOLOGY 
Syzygium cumini is a gregarious species of tropical and 
subtropical regions, especially along rivers and in wet low 
lying places. It is found especially in Dtpterocarp forest. 
When young it is a light demander and very frost sensitive. 
It requires a rainfall between 900 and 5000 mm. It occurs on 
a great variety of soils, alluvial, lateritic, sandy alluvia, 
etc. It can grow on shallow rocky soils provided the rainfall 
is sufficient. Such wide tolerance suggests many varieties 
some of which will tolerate saline soil. 
BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 
Medium sized tree 10-20 m. 
Bole 
Short and stOQt, 40-75 cm diameter, sometimes more. A tree 
w,th a circum~erence o~ 6.25 m has been recorded (Indian 
Forester ~ (1950) p. 1,52). Crown irregular or globular. 
Bark thick, brown or dark grey. 
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Leaf 

The leaves are opposite, long petiolate, broadly obovate, 

elliptic or elliptic-oblong, base cuneate or rounded, apex 
rounded or obtuse; they are entire wi th a narrow transparent 

margin, thick, coriaceous and glabrous. The upper surface is 
d~H'k grp.f'n, and the lower grass green or yellowish and dull; 

.they me asurp 8-18 c m long, 5-9 cm broad. 

Flower 

Whi te or pink, in many flowered dense pyramidal panic} e s 5-12 

em long; they are generally bo~ne on the leafless branches. 

The flowers are small and scented. The calyx is broadly 

campanulate; petals 4, free, imbricate, greenish or pink, 

rapidly turning brown and falling. The 2-3-locular ovary 

has a white style 0.6-0.7 cm long. 

Fruit 

The fruit is an ovoid-oblong berry" often curved, dark violet, 1 

-2 cm long; the pulp is greyish-yellow or pale violet, juicy, 
almost odourless, with a pleasant, slightly bitter and astringent 

taste. 
Numerous v~rieties have large tasty fruits, but too often the 

berries are small and of poor quali ty. The quali ty of the 

fruit is inferior to that of the guava. 
The superposed oblong seeds are strongly astringent and slightly 

bitter. 
The cotyledons are pale green. 

CULTURAL REQUIREItENTE 

The seeds germinate very well wre n fresh, but they lose 

their viability quickly. Propagation is by seed or by budding. 

The spacing should be between 12 and 14 m. 

ID..Ql2 

The heartwood is reddish-grey or reddish brown. It is 

relatively hard and slightly durable. It is fine-grained 

and is utilized in exterior joi~ery and carpentry. It is 

used for bridge and boat building, and for making musical 

instruments, particularly gui tars. It' is an excellent firewood. 
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USES -
The fruit is generally eaten fresh, while those which are too 

Qour or 9. ::.~tr lngent aI'e used for jam-making. The seeds and bark 
are wpll-known remedies in the Far East for treatment of diabetes, 

dysentery and other illnesses. In Europe too, use of the bark 

was fashionable at one time, but due to the contradictory 

therapeutic T'E"sults, it is nov more or less abandoned. It 

can also be used as a street tree, windbreak or ornamental. 

SYNONYMS 

Eugeni a cumini (L.) Merrill; Syzygi urn jambolanum DC. ; 

Myrtus cumini L: Syzygium cumlni Skeels. 
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SYZYGIUM CUMINII SKEELS 

Syzygium cuminii 
J-Lfter/seeW'l/d r a.pr~s vIORTHINCYrON, T .B. 

Ceyla.n Trees 
The Colombo Apothecaries Co.Ltd. - 1959 
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TAMARINDUS INDICA L. 

FAMILY 
Leguminosae subfamily Caeealpinioideae 
VBRNACYLAR NAMES 
Tamarindj Tamarinier (fr.); Tamarindo (sp.) 
ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 
Native in Ethiopia and Central Africa, but now disseminated 
throughout the tropics: to India, Central and South America, 
the Antilles and Florida. According to Indian legend it 
existed in Ecuador in the pre-Colombian era. 
BCQLOGY 
A specie s of hot climates, l.t~able to withstand frost, but 
tolerant of drought and therefore suitable for regions with a 
well-marked dry season. It is often found under the same 
conditions as baobab. It has a preference for deep alluvial 
soile. It is often encountered near villages, on termite 
mounds. It's growth is relatively slow. 
BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
A small to medium-sized tree to 15 m, rarely reaching 30 m, 
and 35 cm diameter, wit h a strong dense crown. 

Bole 
The bole is straight and rather short, and the bark rough, 
strongly fissured, thick, grey or brown. 

Leaf 
Alternate, pinnate, with 9-20 pairs of sessile leaflets, 1.5-
2.5 em long, 0.5-~.6 em broad, with prominent veins. 
Flower 
Inflore scence a few-flowered raceme about 5 an long; the 
dark coloured buds open to reveal yellow. petals streaked with 

red. 
Fruit 
An indehiscent, weatly recurved pod, about 12 cm long; 
the deep brown seeds are surrounded by fibriDus, brown,very 
acid pulp, which is edible and used as a condiment. 
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CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
The Tamarind is especially used as a street tree Hnd shade 
tree. The fact that the soil beneath it is almost bare is 
frequently utilized in creating fire-breaks. 

The viability of the seed is relatively good; it is not 
necessary to scald them before sowing. They can be sown in 

nursery beds or directly in open ground. Under favourable 
conditions (frequent watering) they can attain 0.60 m in the 

first year and 1.20 m in the second year. T'he best results 
are obtained in porous soils, with the plants protected from 

the sun and frequently weeded. Transplanting bnre-rooted 

individuals causes a considerable check, unless all the leaves 
are first removed. 

To make fire-breaks, the seeds are sown in polythene bags 

and transplanted the first year at a spacing of 2.5 x 2.5 m 

or 3 x 3 m. The plantation should be weeded during the first 

year, and after that only hoeing i,S needed around the treesJ 

1 plant in 2, or 2 plants in 3 can later be removed if the 
spacing is too close. 

WOOD 
Differentiated into bright yellow sapwood and brown-vio]et 

heartwood; it is dense and very hard, and takes a fine polish. 
It is resistant and durable but susceptible to termite attack. 
In Africa it is used for canoe builling; it is also u8~ful for 
making tool handles, furniture, and turning, but io regarded 

as difficult to work. 

~ 
The wood burns well and it is used to make charcoal for gun-
powder. The edible pods are used to make sweets, jams and 

drinks. 
The nectariferous flowers furnish an abundant and high 
quality honey. A yell'ow colouring mat tAr is also extracted from 

them. 
The fruit pulp is used in home medicine as a laxative. 
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It is also cultivated for forage, as the foliage has a high 
food value and is greatly relished by cattle. 
The species is also in dem~nd as a shade tree and street tree. 
FOOD VALUE 

water 

protein 

lipids 
sugar & starch 

cellulose 
ash 
Ca 
p 

15.0-47.0'/0 
1.4-3.4% 
0.9-1.0'/0 

62.5% 
5.1% 
1. 5-4. 2% 
0.074 
0.113 

It is an excellent source of vitamin B (thiamine, niacine); 
contains a small amount of carotene and vitamin C. 
The tamarind juice is an ingredient of Worcestershire Sauce. 

BIBlIOGRAPHY 
Little, E.J.Jr.; Wadsworth, F.E. : Common trees of Puerto 

Rico and the Virgin Islands. 

Agriculture Handbook no. 249- U.S.D.A. - 1964 -
pp. 548 
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TAMARINDUS INDICA L. 

Tamarindua indica. 
Arter/aegdn/dtapr'a BAILEY, L.H. 

The Standard Cyolopedia of Horticulture 



TERMINALIA CATAPPA L. 

FAMILY 

Combretacea 

VERNACUIAR NAMES 
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Indian Almond, Tropical Almond; Myrobolanjer, Badamier, 

Amandier des Antilles (fr.); Almendra, Almendro de la India 
(sp) • 

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION 

Native in Indonesia and the Pacific, new spread to many 

tropical countries: India, the Antilles, Mascarene Islands, 

tropical Africa, tropical America. 

ECOLOGY 

A gregarious pioneer species colonizing sand banks and shores 

in tropical regions. It grows best near the sea, and does not 

acclimatize well to hi~h altitude. It is tolerant of most 

shallow soils, including saline ones. It cannot stand 

tornadoes or windy climates. 

BOT~~ICAL Ca~CTERISTICS 

Size -
A medium sized tree 15-20 m high, evergreen (deciduous in dry 

climates). 

Bole -
The aVf'rage diameter is about 30 em; the hark is grey, thin 
and smooth. The crown is thick, and composed of spreading 

horizontally arranged branches. 

~ 
Alternate, 15-30 cm long, arranged in large rosettes at the 
ends of the branches, entire, coriaceousj the upper surf8ce 

is dark green and shining, and the lower paler and covered 

with a thin brown tomentum. The leaves grea tly resemble 

those of Fagraea crenulata Maing. They turn red shortly 

before falling, and are often attacked by insects (thrips). 
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Flower 

Small, whitish, with a slight disagreeable scent. They are 

arranged in spikes about 18 cm long, composed of numerous 

male flowers with a few hermaphrodi te at the base. The 

apetalous campanulate flo'Jlers have a 5-lobed calyx which soon 

falls, and 10 stamens. 

Fruit 

The fruit is a soft drupe, 2.5-5 cm long, slightlY compressed 

with 2 ridges~ grAen or yellow; with a coriaceous skin, with 

a hard kernel containing 1 or 2 oily seeds which resemble an 

almond, and can be eaten fresh or grilled. 

Flowers and fruit are produced throughout the year. 

:tlQ.Q12 

The he8rtwood is reddish-brown, traversed by sliePtly darker 

lines; the sRpwood is slightly paler. The wood is hard, 

moderately heavy, porous, flexible, resistant but not durable 

and it is susceptible to termite attack. Drying dops not 

reyuire any special precautions. It is easily worked; 

however it planes badly and is difficult to turn. It is used 

for carpentry and box making, ply and pulp. 

~ 
It is planted in many tropical countries as an ornamental 

and shade tree, as a frutt tree (edible seeds), and as a 

producer ot tan. The oil (from the seed) is utilized for food 

and has a potenti~l in soap-making. 

The roots, bark, green fruit and leaves contain tannin and 

are used for tanning skins. The bark contains 25% first 

c;.uAlity tannin. 

The thick crown of this species suggests a possible use for 

fire breaks. 

FOOD VALlJE 

According to Fritsch, the seed oontains 28% edible an, finer 

and sweeter than almond oil, and it does not go rancid easily. 

Its density is 0.915 at l5 0 C, and it consists of 54% stearine, 

46% pAl~itlne and olein. 
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TERMINALIA CATAPPA L. 

Terminalia catappa 
After/seglSn/d'apr's WORTHINarON, T.B. 

Ceylan Trees 
The Colombo Apothecaries Co. Ltd. - 1959 
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India Juju"b~; JujubiAr (fr.); Yugube afim (sp.) 
QRIGIN AND DISTPIBUTION 

Native in thA arid qnd semi-arid zones of Africa, Arabia, India 

and South East Asia, and introduced ir.to many other countries. 
ECOLOGY 

This specips does best in hot, dry climates with adequate 

rain during the vegetative period. Its distribution and area 

of culture are limited by high atmospheric humidity. It is 

found in places with a rainfall between 125 and 2300 mm and 

extreme temperatures of _6°c and 49 0C (even 55°C). From these 

figures it can be seen that it tolerates slight frost in winter 

and very high temperatures in summer. Late frosts are very 

damaging. 

It is a gregarious species. 

It has a strong and deep root system, growing in a variety of 

salls, but avoidlng clay. The best development results in 

deep sandy ~Iluvium with a neutral or slightly alkaline pH. 

BO','ANICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Size -
It is a small or medium sized tree rarely exceeding 12 m high 

and 0.30 m diameter. The branches are slender and downy, and 

beur paired, straight or slightly hooked brown spines. 

~ 
The bole is short; the bark dark grey, turnlng black and 

longitudin3]ly fissured. It is fibrous and reddish within. 

Leaf 
Alternate, elliptic, dentate, 3-nerved at the base; tomentose 

on the lower surface,. There are slender stipules at the base 

of the petiole. 
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Flower 

'Pentamerous, small, num~rous, downy, greenish-yellow. 
Fruit 

A drupe, 1.5-2 em long in wild plants, and about 4 cm in 

horticultural varieties; 2-seeded; orange or red when ripe; 

with a fleshy, sugary, acidulous pulp. 
CULTUR4.L REQUIRRMENTS 

Propago.tion is by seed, ront cuttings or grafting. Seed is 

sown dirActly in the planta~ on position, as the seedlings 
do not transplant easily. Germination is slow and difficult 

and m~ny seeds are empty. When sown in containers, the young 

plants are moved out 2-3 months after germination. Because of 

the great crown development, the final spacing is from 10-12 

m each way (80-115 trees per hectare) 
Cleft graft,ng or budding is also practised. 

The s~)ecies requires Ii ttle attention; however, irrigation 
is advisable if rain is absent at the time of fruiting. 

Pruning and shaping the tree has a considerable influence on 
the produ~tion of large fruit, and sho~ be done in the dry 

sea8on, following th~ harvest. 
Fruit c~n be conserved fresh in the refrigerater, in open 

boxes, at a temperature around OOC. They cannot be kept for 

more than 6 weeks. 

~ 
It is generally only used for firewood, or perhaps for 
construction or carpentry. Apart from firewood, it makes 

good quality charcoal • 

.1ill.f& 
The frui t is pleasant, and wi th a food value close to that of the 

banana, it could be of considerable alimentary importance in 

pprio~s of scarcity. 
It can be e8ten fresh or dried. In the latter case, after 

reducing to pulp or powder, it is used for cake-making or 

confectione.ry. 
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Formerly it was used in pharmacy for making chest poultfces. 
The foliage is used for cattle fodder and for raising silk
worms. Apart from its cultivation for fruit, it is also used 
for windbreaks and as a shade tree. It 1s also used for raising 
insects which produce lacquer. 

FOOD VALUE 
The average composition of the fresh fruit is as follows: 

water 64.0-85.0% 
protein 
lipids 
sugar &: starch 
mineral matter 
calorific value 

0.8-2.2% 
0.1-0.3% 

20.0-32.0% 
0.4-0.7% 

55-135 cal/IOO g. 
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ZIZIPHUS MAURITIANA LAM. 

Ziziphus mauritiana 
After/segdn/d'aprbs LI'rI'LE, Elbert L. Jr ; WOODBtJRRy, R.O. ; WADSWORl'H, F.R. 

Trees of Puerto Rioo and the Virgin Islands 
U.S.D.A. - handbook No. 449 - 1974 - pp. 1024 
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